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Dear Shareholders and honourable partners in progress

Assalamualaikum wa Rahmatullah,

It gives me a great pleasure to welcome you to the 21st Annual General Meeting Takaful Islami Insurance 
Limited on behalf of the Board of Directors of the Company and on my behalf. I am also pleased to present the 
Annual Report of the Directors for the year ended in December 31, 2020 along with the Audited Accounts 
containing Statement of Financial Position, Statement of Profit & Loss and other Comprehensive Income, 
Revenue Accounts, and other relevant Financial Statements for the year 2020 and Shariah Council Report for 
your information, consideration and approval. 

In compliance to the provisions of section 184 of the Companies Act 1994, Rule 12 (and the schedule there 
under) of the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) Rules 1987 including Code no. 5 of 
the Corporate Governance Code 2018 issued by BSEC, IAS-1 and referring to section 76 of Insurance Act, 
2010 and other related sections, subsections, rules and regulations in this purpose pursued accordingly to 
prepare, approve and submit the Directors' Report before the respected shareholders of the company for their 
perusal and approval. 

This Report is stated the global economic, position which narrowed down to Bangladesh economy and later on 
it concentrated to the analysis of the Insurance Sector in Bangladesh which finally narrowed and compared 
with the performance of Takaful Islami Insurance Limited in the Insurance Industry. The global economic output 
was weaker in 2020. However, the insurance experts’ opined slightly higher growth in the non-life insurance 
sector in Bangladesh. Contribution of the Insurance Industry to the GDP is pitiable comparing with other 
income generating sector in Bangladesh which is continuing since long. Experts did not notice much future 
growth in case otherwise implementing mandatory insurance products.

The year 2020 the most using word of the world was Covid-19 and its related word like lick down, pandemic 
etc. The global economy stopped down and weather was full of attraction. Social and cultural adaptation was 
different for which, the global economy will forecasted to turnaround towards the digital marketing integration 
with all kinds of marketing business.

Global Economy

Although recent vaccine approvals have raised hopes of a turnaround in the pandemic of the last year, renewed 
waves and new variants of the virus pose concerns for the global outlook. Amid exceptional uncertainty, the 
global economy is projected to grow 5.5 percent in 2021 and 4.2 percent in 2022. The 2021 forecast is revised 
up 0.3 percentage point relative to the previous forecast, reflecting expectations of a vaccine-powered 
strengthening of activity later in the year and additional policy support in a few large economies. The projected 
growth recovery of this year follows a severe collapse in 2020 that has had acute adverse impacts on women, 
youth, the poor, the informally employed and those who work in contract-intensive sectors. The global growth 
contraction for 2020 is estimated stronger-than-expected momentum in the second half of 2020.

Multiple vaccine approvals and the launch of vaccination in some countries in December have raised hopes of 
an eventual end to the pandemic. However, surging infections in late 2020, renewed lock downs, logistical 
problems with vaccine distribution and uncertainly about take-up are important counterpoints to the favorable 
news. Much remain to be done on the health and economic policy fronts to limit persistent damage from the 
severe contraction of 2020 and ensure a sustained recovery.

Advance economies, in general, have been able to provide expansive fiscal support to households and firms 
and central banks have reinforced this with expanded asset purchase program, funding-for-tending facilities, 
and for some interest rate cuts. Reflecting the strong policy support and the anticipated widespread availability 
of vaccines in summer 2021, the projected output loss compared with the pre-COVID forecast is relatively 
smaller for advanced economies than other countries. However, economy of developing countries like 

Bangladesh has no incentive guidelines from the Government for attracting the new investors and for insuring 
the losers who had lost their life, business and social attention during pandemic Covid-19 attack.

Bangladesh Economy

Bangladesh recorded one of the fastest growth rates in the world in the past few years with a stable economic 
performance that has helped to reduce poverty and social inequalities. GDP growth was estimated to have 
reached 7.9% in 2019 and is forecast to fall to 2% in 2020 due to the outbreak of the Covid-19 and pick up to 
9.5% in 2021. The post pandemic global economic recovery and the private consumption boosted by strong 
remittance flows from the Bangladeshi migrant working around the world are expected to be the key drivers of 
growth in 2021.

In 2019, the general government gross debt remained relatively low at around 34.6% of GDP as a result of a 
tight fiscal policy. Nonetheless, the tax base is narrow owing to a number of exemptions weighing on public 
revenue. Public debt ratio to GDP is consequently anticipated to increase to 35.9% by 2021. A new VAT law 
was introduced at the start of the fiscal year 2019-2020 in an attempt to increase tax income. However, its 
impact has been limited since the launch. VAT collection grew only by 1.8% in July-October 2019, the slowest 
growth rate in recent years according to the National Board of Revenue. Financial situation of the banking 
sector remains weak due to a large share of non-performing loans and an increase in restructured loans. 
Inflation moderated to 5.7% in 2019 and is expected to remain stable in 2020 (5.5%) and in 2021 (5.6%) 
despite the Covid-19 pandemic. Current account deficit was estimated to have narrowed to 2.7% of GDP in 
2019 as higher textile exports provided support. Nonetheless, deficit is forecast to widen to 2.2% in 2020 
because of high import requirements of the construction sector for mega-infrastructure projects. Bangladesh is 
one of the most vulnerable counties in the world to climate change with extreme weather events estimated to 
have caused a loss of around 1.8% of GDP in the past few decades. The country has taken measures to 
promote green financing and is seeking grants from the international community, notably via the Green Climate 
Fund. The official unemployment rate according to the latest survey of Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, was 
4.2% during 2016-2018, but this is more than double in youth unemployment rate which is 10.6%. More 
importantly 29.8% of young people in Bangladesh are not involved in education employment or training.

Insurance Sector

At present, Bangladesh’s insurance sector comprises 46 non-life insurance companies and 33 life insurance 
companies. In addition there are two state-owned insurance corporations one in the general segment and the 
other in the life segment. The gross premium income of all Non-life insurance companies in Bangladesh stood 
at Tk. 4,718 crore including SBC which wad Tk. 3,418 crore for all private Non-life Insurance Companies in 
Bangladesh.

Life insurance constitutes 73.5% of Bangladesh’s insurance market and non-life insurance 26.5%. 
Micro-insurance and Islamic insurance (Takaful) are also a part of Bangladesh’s insurance sector. The assets 
of all insurance companies in Bangladesh stood at 11,103 crore including SBC which was 7,276 crore 
excluding SBC by the end of 2020. The life insurance sector has a competitive landscape with market share 
being closely distributed among multiple players. 

Although Bangladesh’s insurance sector has witnessed some growth, in comparison with other emerging 
nations, there is a lot of room for improvement. According to the Seventh Five Year Plan 2016-2020 of the 
Government of Bangladesh, a majority of the population across product segments (life and non-life) remains 
untapped by the insurance market. Overall, insurance penetration in Bangladesh was 0.91% in 2019 and has 
mostly been on a steady trend since 2015. Bangladesh’s life insurance penetration rate falls behind that of 
several other developing countries. Compared to its South Asian counterparts, Bangladesh has the lowest 
premium per capita. The average insurance penetration in emerging markets increased to more than 3% upto 
2019, as premium growth continued to outpace GDP growth within these economies. But in Bangladesh, there 
is low penetration of financial products and services beyond current accounts compare to all financial products 
and savings products.

An increase in the penetration rate can create widespread benefits for the economy. It is estimated that a 1.5% 
increase in Bangladesh’s insurance penetration rate can reduce uninsured losses and markedly contribute to 
its GDP growth. Fundamental macroeconomic indicators such as GDP growth, unemployment and foreign 
direct investment (FDI) could be strengthened by a robust increase sector which can promote growth by 

provding guaranteed access to liquidity via insurance coverage. The capital market can greatly benefit if 
increased savings are channeled into various financial savings instruments including insurance. A flourishing 
capital market, in turn, could contribute significantly to Bangladesh’s growth. A resilient insurance sector can 
help to curb unemployment as well. If adequate training and education are available, young graduates will be 
alto to find various career opportunities in the insurance sector.

Regulatory reform must have some principal aims and should restrict the sale of unfair and mispriced policies 
to consumers. This is especially important because insurance by its nature is a complex product, hereby 
vulnerable consumers can be persuaded to opt for complicated benefit structures, causing consumer hazard 
within the insurance sector. Regulators should also ensure that insurance is accessible to consumers from all 
economic strata and that product offerings are not restricted to only profitable consumers. Regulations should 
also account for insolvency related risk and ensure there is a satisfactory level of capital reserves to protect 
customers in scenarios where they cannot collect claims when necessary.

Takaful’s Business Performance 2020.

In the above backdrop it was a challenge for Takaful Islami Insurance Limited to maintain its growth rate and 
prevent decline of its revenue earnings. The Management of Takaful with the active co-operation of its Board 
could effectively combat the situation and successfully arrested the declining trend in its premium income 
during the year 2020. 

Despite various negative factors in overall insurance sector, operational performance of Takaful Islami 
Insurance Limited in 2020 was good. The Company earned gross premium of Tk. 5,760.78 lac during the year 
as against Tk. 4,948.54 lac in the previous year registering a growth of 16.41% over the last year. 

Fire Insurance

The Company had underwritten a total fire insurance premium of Tk. 2,315.81 lac including an amount of Tk. 
129.10 lac from the public sector. The net premium income stood at Tk. 1,035.31 lac after ceding re-insurance 
premium of Tk. 1,280.50 lac. During the year 2020, total payment of claim was Tk. 101.65 lac against which an 
amount of Tk. 92.09 lac came as recovery from re-insurer including previous year recovery.

Marine Insurance (Cargo)

The total gross premium income from marine cargo business was Tk. 2,747.95 lac including premium of Tk. 
214.44 lac from public sector. The net premium income of marine cargo business stood at Tk. 2,248.42 lac 
after ceding 499.52 lac on account of re-insurance premium. In the current year an amount of Tk. 285.44. lac 
was paid for marine cargo claims against which an amount of Tk. 253.64 lac came as recovery from re-insurer 
including previous year recovery.

Marine Insurance (Hull)

In the year 2020, the total underwritten premium income from marine hull insurance business was Tk. 30.14 
lac including premium of Tk. 15.97 lac from public sector business. The net premium income came to Tk. 12.48 
lac after ceding Tk. 17.65 lac on account of re-insurance premium.

Motor Insurance 

From motor insurance business our total gross premium income was Tk. 371.59 lac including public sector 
business of Tk. 28.34 lac. After ceding re-insurance premium of Tk. 12.73 lac the net contribution to revenue 
account was Tk. 358.85 lac. During the year, net amount of motor claim to the extent of Tk. 25.60 lac was paid.

Miscellaneous Insurance

The total gross premium income of miscellaneous business came to Tk. 295.27 lac including Tk. 230.02 lac 
from the public sector. In the year 2020, an amount of Tk. 253.84 lac was ceded on account of re-insurance 
premium. During the year, net amount of claim for Tk. 6.15 lac was paid on this account.

Claims

The essence of insurance contract contemplates efficient service when distress falls upon the insured and 
demands assistance in no time most effectively to refill the loss suffered by the insured. Takaful Islami 
Insurance Ltd. achieved built in reputation for its expeditious settlement of claim and capped with this honour 
stepped into 20 years of its successful operation.

Appropriation of Profit 

Profit earned in the year 2020 balance carried  forward from last year stood at Tk. 14,65,83,813.00. This is 
proposed to be appropriated as under :

 Particulars         Taka

i.  Exceptional Losses Reserve                       2,58,75,630.00

ii. Provision for income tax /Deferred Tax           3,00,86,650.00

iii. Cash Dividend for the year 2019 4,25,86,977.00

iv. Capital Reserve  12,570.00

v. Retained earnings carried to the next year 4,80,21,987.00

                                                             Total 14,65,83,813.00

Directors 

The 115th Meeting of Board of Directors held on May 08, 2021 has taken unanimous decision as per section 
No. 113 of Articles of Association regarding retirement and election of Directors from Board in 21st Annual 
General Meeting as follows :

Group-A

As per section No. 112 of Articles of Association the following one third Sponsor Directors retired from Board 
and they being eligible, offer themselves for re-election :

01. Mr. Anwer Hossain Khan MP

02. Engr. Khondaker Mesbahuddin Ahmed

03. Mrs. Nasreen Haque

04. Mrs. Shahanaz Parvin

Vacant post of Sponsor Directors will be filledup by the election among Sponsor Shareholders in the 21st 
Annual General Meeting.

Group – B

As per section No. 112 of Articles of Association the following one third Public Shareholder Directors retired 
from Board :

01. Mr. Khorshed Alam Khan

02. Mr. Mosharraf Hossain Chowdhury, Rep. of Daffodils Sign Media

Accordingly 2 (two) Directors will be elected from Public Shareholders. Notice related to election of Directors from 
Public shareholders has already been published on May 09, 2021 in the Daily Naya Diganta and The New Age.

Vacant post of Public Shareholder Directors will be filledup by the election among Public Shareholders in the 
21st Annual General Meeting. 

Appointment of Auditor 

M/s. ARTISAN, Chartered Accountant was reappointed as Auditor of the Company in 20th Annual General 
Meeting for the year 2020. Considering their performance the Board recommended M/s. ARTISAN, Chartered 
Accountant for reappointment as Auditor at a remuneration of Tk. 1,50,000.00 (Taka one lac fifty thousand) 
only for the year 2021. 

Appointment of Compliance Auditor 

M/s. Huda Hossain & Co., Chartered Accountant was appointed as Compliance Auditor of the Company in 20th 
Annual General Meeting for the year 2020. Considering their performance the Board recommended M/s. Huda 
Hossain & Co., Chartered Accountant for reappointment as Compliance Auditor at a remuneration of Tk. 
50,000.00 (Taka fifty thousand) only for the year 2021. 

Human Capital Management

Takaful has always emphasized on professionalism and development of appropriate human resource 
management policies and practices to enhance the quality of its employees, and to ensure their optimum 
contribution towards the achievement of corporate goals. At Takaful, we believe that our Human Resources 
(HR) gives the organization a significant competitive edge in terms of knowledge and experience. The Company 
has continued its policy of recruiting the best people and implementing programs to develop and retain high 
quality human resources. In line with this Policy, the need-based internal and external training at both home and 
abroad is regularly and systematically arranged. The Company also ensures competitive compensation and 
rewards including employee’s health and safety to assure their retention and provide job satisfaction.

Corporate Governance

The Board of Directors of the Company firmly believes that practice of Good Corporate Governance and 
transparency is a sine qua non towards ensuring a disciplined and a sustainable organization. Takaful Islami 
Insurance Limited designed the corporate Governance systems and practices to ensure adequate internal 
control in operational process, transparency, and accountability. The Corporate Governance structure 
specifies the distribution of rights and responsibilities among different executives and spells out the rules and 
procedures for making decisions on corporate affairs. The role of Regulatory Authorities is very important in 
respect of Corporate Governance practices. Takaful Islami Insurance Limited is pledge-bound to comply with 
all the requirements of regulatory Authorities. Parties to Corporate Governance are Board of Directors, different 
management committee, all decision making personnel, etc. All plans, progammes, Policy decisions, as 
initiated by the Board are implemented by the Management under the leadership of Chief Executive Officer. 

Acknowledgement

On behalf of the Board of Directors, I like to acknowledge and extend my heartfelt gratitude to all of our 
stakeholders including valued clients, Reinsurers and well-wishers at home and abroad for the trust they all 
have had on us and for extending their unreserved support in discharging the responsibilities reposed on me 
and the Board during the year under review. 

I also thank the Insurance Development & Regulatory Authority (IDRA), Registrar of Joint Stock Companies 
and Firms, Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission, Government and Non-Government 
Organizations, Sadharan Bima Corporation, Dhaka and Chittagong Stock Exchange, Bangladesh Insurance 
Association and all the scheduled Banks and Leasing Companies for their sincere support and whole-hearted 
co-operation. 

The Board also acknowledges with thanks, the contribution made by the honorable Directors by guiding and 
giving proper directions from time to time which has made Takaful a hallmark in general insurance industry of 
Bangladesh. 

The Directors also take the opportunity to express their sincere appreciation for the contributions made by the 
executives and members of the staff for their diligent and praiseworthy efforts in ensuring continued progress 
of the company as well as their efforts towards putting Takaful among the top insurance companies in 
Bangladesh. Without their dedicated and loyal services, the company could not have achieved this result.

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors

(Anwer Hossain Khan, MP)
Chairman

The Claims Department of the Company is fully equipped with devoted and efficient professionals capable of 
providing personalized services to the valued clients round the clock. Simple procedures and formalities are 
followed in settlement of claims at the earliest. The department is headed by a highly motivated and 
experienced Assistant Managing Director, assisted by a host of dedicated qualified personnel. 

The executives of Claims Department promptly rush to the spot of incidence accompanied by a government 
licensed surveyor and take all necessary steps to minimize loss. Partial on account payment on the basis of 
preliminary survey report is also paid to the insured considering gravity of the situation.

In the year of 2020 we have settled 93 numbers of claims for Tk. 410.71 lac (Without survey fees) on account 
of Fire, Marine, Motor and Miscellaneous insurance business. Following are the figures of settlement of claims 
during the last 05 years:

 Year Total claim paid amount in lac

 2016 382.43

 2017 1,117.29

 2018 346.90

 2019 547.50

 2020 410.71

 Total 2,804.83

Dividend 

Dear shareholders, considering the performance of the Company for the year 2020 the Board of Directors has 
recommended 10% Cash dividend to the shareholders.

Credit Rating Report 

Credit Rating of the Company is being done every year. Alpha Credit Rating Limited has already rated our 
Company for 2020. According to their report, our Company has been graded AA- (Pronounced as “Double A 
Minus”) in the long term and ST-2 in short term which indicate good fundamentals of the Company such as 
claim paying ability, satisfactory financial performance, sound solvency, experienced management team, good 
liquidity position, systematic internal control procedure. Adequate reinsurance arrangement with Re-insurers in 
home & abroad etc. has added a new dimension in the goodwill of the Company.

Reserve for exceptional loss 

In order to keep consistency with our Corporate Slogan “Symbol of Empathy & Security” our exceptional loss 
reserve has been made for Tk. 2,58,75,630.00 for the year 2020. The cumulative amount is raised to Tk. 
27,77,00,013.00

Investment 

The Company has invested Tk. 250.00 lac with Bangladesh Bank in the form of Bangladesh Govt. Treasury 
Bond (BGTB) as statutory deposit. We have invested Tk. 6,098 lac in TDR mode with Islami Banks and 
Financial Institutions and Tk. 1,008.00 lac in FDR mode with conventional Banks & Financial Institutions. Total 
TDR and FDR amount is Tk. 7,106.00 lac. In addition to this the Company invested Tk. 830.68  lac in capital 
market as on 31st December, 2020.

Profit and Loss Account 

The Company’s income from investment and other income stood Tk. 544.93 lac against Tk. 561.30 lac earned 
in the previous year. After taking into account the underwriting profit of Tk. 673.91 lac and providing for various 
expenses not applicable to any particular fund or account, net profit before taxation came at Tk. 1,004.19 lac 
against Tk. 904.38 lac in the previous year.
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Global Economy

Although recent vaccine approvals have raised hopes of a turnaround in the pandemic of the last year, renewed 
waves and new variants of the virus pose concerns for the global outlook. Amid exceptional uncertainty, the 
global economy is projected to grow 5.5 percent in 2021 and 4.2 percent in 2022. The 2021 forecast is revised 
up 0.3 percentage point relative to the previous forecast, reflecting expectations of a vaccine-powered 
strengthening of activity later in the year and additional policy support in a few large economies. The projected 
growth recovery of this year follows a severe collapse in 2020 that has had acute adverse impacts on women, 
youth, the poor, the informally employed and those who work in contract-intensive sectors. The global growth 
contraction for 2020 is estimated stronger-than-expected momentum in the second half of 2020.

Multiple vaccine approvals and the launch of vaccination in some countries in December have raised hopes of 
an eventual end to the pandemic. However, surging infections in late 2020, renewed lock downs, logistical 
problems with vaccine distribution and uncertainly about take-up are important counterpoints to the favorable 
news. Much remain to be done on the health and economic policy fronts to limit persistent damage from the 
severe contraction of 2020 and ensure a sustained recovery.

Advance economies, in general, have been able to provide expansive fiscal support to households and firms 
and central banks have reinforced this with expanded asset purchase program, funding-for-tending facilities, 
and for some interest rate cuts. Reflecting the strong policy support and the anticipated widespread availability 
of vaccines in summer 2021, the projected output loss compared with the pre-COVID forecast is relatively 
smaller for advanced economies than other countries. However, economy of developing countries like 

Bangladesh has no incentive guidelines from the Government for attracting the new investors and for insuring 
the losers who had lost their life, business and social attention during pandemic Covid-19 attack.

Bangladesh Economy

Bangladesh recorded one of the fastest growth rates in the world in the past few years with a stable economic 
performance that has helped to reduce poverty and social inequalities. GDP growth was estimated to have 
reached 7.9% in 2019 and is forecast to fall to 2% in 2020 due to the outbreak of the Covid-19 and pick up to 
9.5% in 2021. The post pandemic global economic recovery and the private consumption boosted by strong 
remittance flows from the Bangladeshi migrant working around the world are expected to be the key drivers of 
growth in 2021.

In 2019, the general government gross debt remained relatively low at around 34.6% of GDP as a result of a 
tight fiscal policy. Nonetheless, the tax base is narrow owing to a number of exemptions weighing on public 
revenue. Public debt ratio to GDP is consequently anticipated to increase to 35.9% by 2021. A new VAT law 
was introduced at the start of the fiscal year 2019-2020 in an attempt to increase tax income. However, its 
impact has been limited since the launch. VAT collection grew only by 1.8% in July-October 2019, the slowest 
growth rate in recent years according to the National Board of Revenue. Financial situation of the banking 
sector remains weak due to a large share of non-performing loans and an increase in restructured loans. 
Inflation moderated to 5.7% in 2019 and is expected to remain stable in 2020 (5.5%) and in 2021 (5.6%) 
despite the Covid-19 pandemic. Current account deficit was estimated to have narrowed to 2.7% of GDP in 
2019 as higher textile exports provided support. Nonetheless, deficit is forecast to widen to 2.2% in 2020 
because of high import requirements of the construction sector for mega-infrastructure projects. Bangladesh is 
one of the most vulnerable counties in the world to climate change with extreme weather events estimated to 
have caused a loss of around 1.8% of GDP in the past few decades. The country has taken measures to 
promote green financing and is seeking grants from the international community, notably via the Green Climate 
Fund. The official unemployment rate according to the latest survey of Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, was 
4.2% during 2016-2018, but this is more than double in youth unemployment rate which is 10.6%. More 
importantly 29.8% of young people in Bangladesh are not involved in education employment or training.

Insurance Sector

At present, Bangladesh’s insurance sector comprises 46 non-life insurance companies and 33 life insurance 
companies. In addition there are two state-owned insurance corporations one in the general segment and the 
other in the life segment. The gross premium income of all Non-life insurance companies in Bangladesh stood 
at Tk. 4,718 crore including SBC which wad Tk. 3,418 crore for all private Non-life Insurance Companies in 
Bangladesh.

Life insurance constitutes 73.5% of Bangladesh’s insurance market and non-life insurance 26.5%. 
Micro-insurance and Islamic insurance (Takaful) are also a part of Bangladesh’s insurance sector. The assets 
of all insurance companies in Bangladesh stood at 11,103 crore including SBC which was 7,276 crore 
excluding SBC by the end of 2020. The life insurance sector has a competitive landscape with market share 
being closely distributed among multiple players. 

Although Bangladesh’s insurance sector has witnessed some growth, in comparison with other emerging 
nations, there is a lot of room for improvement. According to the Seventh Five Year Plan 2016-2020 of the 
Government of Bangladesh, a majority of the population across product segments (life and non-life) remains 
untapped by the insurance market. Overall, insurance penetration in Bangladesh was 0.91% in 2019 and has 
mostly been on a steady trend since 2015. Bangladesh’s life insurance penetration rate falls behind that of 
several other developing countries. Compared to its South Asian counterparts, Bangladesh has the lowest 
premium per capita. The average insurance penetration in emerging markets increased to more than 3% upto 
2019, as premium growth continued to outpace GDP growth within these economies. But in Bangladesh, there 
is low penetration of financial products and services beyond current accounts compare to all financial products 
and savings products.

An increase in the penetration rate can create widespread benefits for the economy. It is estimated that a 1.5% 
increase in Bangladesh’s insurance penetration rate can reduce uninsured losses and markedly contribute to 
its GDP growth. Fundamental macroeconomic indicators such as GDP growth, unemployment and foreign 
direct investment (FDI) could be strengthened by a robust increase sector which can promote growth by 

provding guaranteed access to liquidity via insurance coverage. The capital market can greatly benefit if 
increased savings are channeled into various financial savings instruments including insurance. A flourishing 
capital market, in turn, could contribute significantly to Bangladesh’s growth. A resilient insurance sector can 
help to curb unemployment as well. If adequate training and education are available, young graduates will be 
alto to find various career opportunities in the insurance sector.

Regulatory reform must have some principal aims and should restrict the sale of unfair and mispriced policies 
to consumers. This is especially important because insurance by its nature is a complex product, hereby 
vulnerable consumers can be persuaded to opt for complicated benefit structures, causing consumer hazard 
within the insurance sector. Regulators should also ensure that insurance is accessible to consumers from all 
economic strata and that product offerings are not restricted to only profitable consumers. Regulations should 
also account for insolvency related risk and ensure there is a satisfactory level of capital reserves to protect 
customers in scenarios where they cannot collect claims when necessary.

Takaful’s Business Performance 2020.

In the above backdrop it was a challenge for Takaful Islami Insurance Limited to maintain its growth rate and 
prevent decline of its revenue earnings. The Management of Takaful with the active co-operation of its Board 
could effectively combat the situation and successfully arrested the declining trend in its premium income 
during the year 2020. 

Despite various negative factors in overall insurance sector, operational performance of Takaful Islami 
Insurance Limited in 2020 was good. The Company earned gross premium of Tk. 5,760.78 lac during the year 
as against Tk. 4,948.54 lac in the previous year registering a growth of 16.41% over the last year. 

Fire Insurance

The Company had underwritten a total fire insurance premium of Tk. 2,315.81 lac including an amount of Tk. 
129.10 lac from the public sector. The net premium income stood at Tk. 1,035.31 lac after ceding re-insurance 
premium of Tk. 1,280.50 lac. During the year 2020, total payment of claim was Tk. 101.65 lac against which an 
amount of Tk. 92.09 lac came as recovery from re-insurer including previous year recovery.

Marine Insurance (Cargo)

The total gross premium income from marine cargo business was Tk. 2,747.95 lac including premium of Tk. 
214.44 lac from public sector. The net premium income of marine cargo business stood at Tk. 2,248.42 lac 
after ceding 499.52 lac on account of re-insurance premium. In the current year an amount of Tk. 285.44. lac 
was paid for marine cargo claims against which an amount of Tk. 253.64 lac came as recovery from re-insurer 
including previous year recovery.

Marine Insurance (Hull)

In the year 2020, the total underwritten premium income from marine hull insurance business was Tk. 30.14 
lac including premium of Tk. 15.97 lac from public sector business. The net premium income came to Tk. 12.48 
lac after ceding Tk. 17.65 lac on account of re-insurance premium.

Motor Insurance 

From motor insurance business our total gross premium income was Tk. 371.59 lac including public sector 
business of Tk. 28.34 lac. After ceding re-insurance premium of Tk. 12.73 lac the net contribution to revenue 
account was Tk. 358.85 lac. During the year, net amount of motor claim to the extent of Tk. 25.60 lac was paid.

Miscellaneous Insurance

The total gross premium income of miscellaneous business came to Tk. 295.27 lac including Tk. 230.02 lac 
from the public sector. In the year 2020, an amount of Tk. 253.84 lac was ceded on account of re-insurance 
premium. During the year, net amount of claim for Tk. 6.15 lac was paid on this account.

Claims

The essence of insurance contract contemplates efficient service when distress falls upon the insured and 
demands assistance in no time most effectively to refill the loss suffered by the insured. Takaful Islami 
Insurance Ltd. achieved built in reputation for its expeditious settlement of claim and capped with this honour 
stepped into 20 years of its successful operation.

Appropriation of Profit 

Profit earned in the year 2020 balance carried  forward from last year stood at Tk. 14,65,83,813.00. This is 
proposed to be appropriated as under :

 Particulars         Taka

i.  Exceptional Losses Reserve                       2,58,75,630.00

ii. Provision for income tax /Deferred Tax           3,00,86,650.00

iii. Cash Dividend for the year 2019 4,25,86,977.00

iv. Capital Reserve  12,570.00

v. Retained earnings carried to the next year 4,80,21,987.00

                                                             Total 14,65,83,813.00

Directors 

The 115th Meeting of Board of Directors held on May 08, 2021 has taken unanimous decision as per section 
No. 113 of Articles of Association regarding retirement and election of Directors from Board in 21st Annual 
General Meeting as follows :

Group-A

As per section No. 112 of Articles of Association the following one third Sponsor Directors retired from Board 
and they being eligible, offer themselves for re-election :

01. Mr. Anwer Hossain Khan MP

02. Engr. Khondaker Mesbahuddin Ahmed

03. Mrs. Nasreen Haque

04. Mrs. Shahanaz Parvin

Vacant post of Sponsor Directors will be filledup by the election among Sponsor Shareholders in the 21st 
Annual General Meeting.

Group – B

As per section No. 112 of Articles of Association the following one third Public Shareholder Directors retired 
from Board :

01. Mr. Khorshed Alam Khan

02. Mr. Mosharraf Hossain Chowdhury, Rep. of Daffodils Sign Media

Accordingly 2 (two) Directors will be elected from Public Shareholders. Notice related to election of Directors from 
Public shareholders has already been published on May 09, 2021 in the Daily Naya Diganta and The New Age.

Vacant post of Public Shareholder Directors will be filledup by the election among Public Shareholders in the 
21st Annual General Meeting. 

Appointment of Auditor 

M/s. ARTISAN, Chartered Accountant was reappointed as Auditor of the Company in 20th Annual General 
Meeting for the year 2020. Considering their performance the Board recommended M/s. ARTISAN, Chartered 
Accountant for reappointment as Auditor at a remuneration of Tk. 1,50,000.00 (Taka one lac fifty thousand) 
only for the year 2021. 

Appointment of Compliance Auditor 

M/s. Huda Hossain & Co., Chartered Accountant was appointed as Compliance Auditor of the Company in 20th 
Annual General Meeting for the year 2020. Considering their performance the Board recommended M/s. Huda 
Hossain & Co., Chartered Accountant for reappointment as Compliance Auditor at a remuneration of Tk. 
50,000.00 (Taka fifty thousand) only for the year 2021. 

Human Capital Management

Takaful has always emphasized on professionalism and development of appropriate human resource 
management policies and practices to enhance the quality of its employees, and to ensure their optimum 
contribution towards the achievement of corporate goals. At Takaful, we believe that our Human Resources 
(HR) gives the organization a significant competitive edge in terms of knowledge and experience. The Company 
has continued its policy of recruiting the best people and implementing programs to develop and retain high 
quality human resources. In line with this Policy, the need-based internal and external training at both home and 
abroad is regularly and systematically arranged. The Company also ensures competitive compensation and 
rewards including employee’s health and safety to assure their retention and provide job satisfaction.

Corporate Governance

The Board of Directors of the Company firmly believes that practice of Good Corporate Governance and 
transparency is a sine qua non towards ensuring a disciplined and a sustainable organization. Takaful Islami 
Insurance Limited designed the corporate Governance systems and practices to ensure adequate internal 
control in operational process, transparency, and accountability. The Corporate Governance structure 
specifies the distribution of rights and responsibilities among different executives and spells out the rules and 
procedures for making decisions on corporate affairs. The role of Regulatory Authorities is very important in 
respect of Corporate Governance practices. Takaful Islami Insurance Limited is pledge-bound to comply with 
all the requirements of regulatory Authorities. Parties to Corporate Governance are Board of Directors, different 
management committee, all decision making personnel, etc. All plans, progammes, Policy decisions, as 
initiated by the Board are implemented by the Management under the leadership of Chief Executive Officer. 

Acknowledgement

On behalf of the Board of Directors, I like to acknowledge and extend my heartfelt gratitude to all of our 
stakeholders including valued clients, Reinsurers and well-wishers at home and abroad for the trust they all 
have had on us and for extending their unreserved support in discharging the responsibilities reposed on me 
and the Board during the year under review. 

I also thank the Insurance Development & Regulatory Authority (IDRA), Registrar of Joint Stock Companies 
and Firms, Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission, Government and Non-Government 
Organizations, Sadharan Bima Corporation, Dhaka and Chittagong Stock Exchange, Bangladesh Insurance 
Association and all the scheduled Banks and Leasing Companies for their sincere support and whole-hearted 
co-operation. 

The Board also acknowledges with thanks, the contribution made by the honorable Directors by guiding and 
giving proper directions from time to time which has made Takaful a hallmark in general insurance industry of 
Bangladesh. 

The Directors also take the opportunity to express their sincere appreciation for the contributions made by the 
executives and members of the staff for their diligent and praiseworthy efforts in ensuring continued progress 
of the company as well as their efforts towards putting Takaful among the top insurance companies in 
Bangladesh. Without their dedicated and loyal services, the company could not have achieved this result.

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors

(Anwer Hossain Khan, MP)
Chairman

The Claims Department of the Company is fully equipped with devoted and efficient professionals capable of 
providing personalized services to the valued clients round the clock. Simple procedures and formalities are 
followed in settlement of claims at the earliest. The department is headed by a highly motivated and 
experienced Assistant Managing Director, assisted by a host of dedicated qualified personnel. 

The executives of Claims Department promptly rush to the spot of incidence accompanied by a government 
licensed surveyor and take all necessary steps to minimize loss. Partial on account payment on the basis of 
preliminary survey report is also paid to the insured considering gravity of the situation.

In the year of 2020 we have settled 93 numbers of claims for Tk. 410.71 lac (Without survey fees) on account 
of Fire, Marine, Motor and Miscellaneous insurance business. Following are the figures of settlement of claims 
during the last 05 years:

 Year Total claim paid amount in lac

 2016 382.43

 2017 1,117.29

 2018 346.90

 2019 547.50

 2020 410.71

 Total 2,804.83

Dividend 

Dear shareholders, considering the performance of the Company for the year 2020 the Board of Directors has 
recommended 10% Cash dividend to the shareholders.

Credit Rating Report 

Credit Rating of the Company is being done every year. Alpha Credit Rating Limited has already rated our 
Company for 2020. According to their report, our Company has been graded AA- (Pronounced as “Double A 
Minus”) in the long term and ST-2 in short term which indicate good fundamentals of the Company such as 
claim paying ability, satisfactory financial performance, sound solvency, experienced management team, good 
liquidity position, systematic internal control procedure. Adequate reinsurance arrangement with Re-insurers in 
home & abroad etc. has added a new dimension in the goodwill of the Company.

Reserve for exceptional loss 

In order to keep consistency with our Corporate Slogan “Symbol of Empathy & Security” our exceptional loss 
reserve has been made for Tk. 2,58,75,630.00 for the year 2020. The cumulative amount is raised to Tk. 
27,77,00,013.00

Investment 

The Company has invested Tk. 250.00 lac with Bangladesh Bank in the form of Bangladesh Govt. Treasury 
Bond (BGTB) as statutory deposit. We have invested Tk. 6,098 lac in TDR mode with Islami Banks and 
Financial Institutions and Tk. 1,008.00 lac in FDR mode with conventional Banks & Financial Institutions. Total 
TDR and FDR amount is Tk. 7,106.00 lac. In addition to this the Company invested Tk. 830.68  lac in capital 
market as on 31st December, 2020.

Profit and Loss Account 

The Company’s income from investment and other income stood Tk. 544.93 lac against Tk. 561.30 lac earned 
in the previous year. After taking into account the underwriting profit of Tk. 673.91 lac and providing for various 
expenses not applicable to any particular fund or account, net profit before taxation came at Tk. 1,004.19 lac 
against Tk. 904.38 lac in the previous year.
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Bismillahir Rahmanir Raheem

Directors’ Report 
for the year ended 31st December, 2020

Dear Shareholders and honourable partners in progress

Assalamualaikum wa Rahmatullah,

It gives me a great pleasure to welcome you to the 21st Annual General Meeting Takaful Islami Insurance 
Limited on behalf of the Board of Directors of the Company and on my behalf. I am also pleased to present the 
Annual Report of the Directors for the year ended in December 31, 2020 along with the Audited Accounts 
containing Statement of Financial Position, Statement of Profit & Loss and other Comprehensive Income, 
Revenue Accounts, and other relevant Financial Statements for the year 2020 and Shariah Council Report for 
your information, consideration and approval. 

In compliance to the provisions of section 184 of the Companies Act 1994, Rule 12 (and the schedule there 
under) of the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) Rules 1987 including Code no. 5 of 
the Corporate Governance Code 2018 issued by BSEC, IAS-1 and referring to section 76 of Insurance Act, 
2010 and other related sections, subsections, rules and regulations in this purpose pursued accordingly to 
prepare, approve and submit the Directors' Report before the respected shareholders of the company for their 
perusal and approval. 

This Report is stated the global economic, position which narrowed down to Bangladesh economy and later on 
it concentrated to the analysis of the Insurance Sector in Bangladesh which finally narrowed and compared 
with the performance of Takaful Islami Insurance Limited in the Insurance Industry. The global economic output 
was weaker in 2020. However, the insurance experts’ opined slightly higher growth in the non-life insurance 
sector in Bangladesh. Contribution of the Insurance Industry to the GDP is pitiable comparing with other 
income generating sector in Bangladesh which is continuing since long. Experts did not notice much future 
growth in case otherwise implementing mandatory insurance products.

The year 2020 the most using word of the world was Covid-19 and its related word like lick down, pandemic 
etc. The global economy stopped down and weather was full of attraction. Social and cultural adaptation was 
different for which, the global economy will forecasted to turnaround towards the digital marketing integration 
with all kinds of marketing business.

Global Economy

Although recent vaccine approvals have raised hopes of a turnaround in the pandemic of the last year, renewed 
waves and new variants of the virus pose concerns for the global outlook. Amid exceptional uncertainty, the 
global economy is projected to grow 5.5 percent in 2021 and 4.2 percent in 2022. The 2021 forecast is revised 
up 0.3 percentage point relative to the previous forecast, reflecting expectations of a vaccine-powered 
strengthening of activity later in the year and additional policy support in a few large economies. The projected 
growth recovery of this year follows a severe collapse in 2020 that has had acute adverse impacts on women, 
youth, the poor, the informally employed and those who work in contract-intensive sectors. The global growth 
contraction for 2020 is estimated stronger-than-expected momentum in the second half of 2020.

Multiple vaccine approvals and the launch of vaccination in some countries in December have raised hopes of 
an eventual end to the pandemic. However, surging infections in late 2020, renewed lock downs, logistical 
problems with vaccine distribution and uncertainly about take-up are important counterpoints to the favorable 
news. Much remain to be done on the health and economic policy fronts to limit persistent damage from the 
severe contraction of 2020 and ensure a sustained recovery.

Advance economies, in general, have been able to provide expansive fiscal support to households and firms 
and central banks have reinforced this with expanded asset purchase program, funding-for-tending facilities, 
and for some interest rate cuts. Reflecting the strong policy support and the anticipated widespread availability 
of vaccines in summer 2021, the projected output loss compared with the pre-COVID forecast is relatively 
smaller for advanced economies than other countries. However, economy of developing countries like 

Bangladesh has no incentive guidelines from the Government for attracting the new investors and for insuring 
the losers who had lost their life, business and social attention during pandemic Covid-19 attack.

Bangladesh Economy

Bangladesh recorded one of the fastest growth rates in the world in the past few years with a stable economic 
performance that has helped to reduce poverty and social inequalities. GDP growth was estimated to have 
reached 7.9% in 2019 and is forecast to fall to 2% in 2020 due to the outbreak of the Covid-19 and pick up to 
9.5% in 2021. The post pandemic global economic recovery and the private consumption boosted by strong 
remittance flows from the Bangladeshi migrant working around the world are expected to be the key drivers of 
growth in 2021.

In 2019, the general government gross debt remained relatively low at around 34.6% of GDP as a result of a 
tight fiscal policy. Nonetheless, the tax base is narrow owing to a number of exemptions weighing on public 
revenue. Public debt ratio to GDP is consequently anticipated to increase to 35.9% by 2021. A new VAT law 
was introduced at the start of the fiscal year 2019-2020 in an attempt to increase tax income. However, its 
impact has been limited since the launch. VAT collection grew only by 1.8% in July-October 2019, the slowest 
growth rate in recent years according to the National Board of Revenue. Financial situation of the banking 
sector remains weak due to a large share of non-performing loans and an increase in restructured loans. 
Inflation moderated to 5.7% in 2019 and is expected to remain stable in 2020 (5.5%) and in 2021 (5.6%) 
despite the Covid-19 pandemic. Current account deficit was estimated to have narrowed to 2.7% of GDP in 
2019 as higher textile exports provided support. Nonetheless, deficit is forecast to widen to 2.2% in 2020 
because of high import requirements of the construction sector for mega-infrastructure projects. Bangladesh is 
one of the most vulnerable counties in the world to climate change with extreme weather events estimated to 
have caused a loss of around 1.8% of GDP in the past few decades. The country has taken measures to 
promote green financing and is seeking grants from the international community, notably via the Green Climate 
Fund. The official unemployment rate according to the latest survey of Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, was 
4.2% during 2016-2018, but this is more than double in youth unemployment rate which is 10.6%. More 
importantly 29.8% of young people in Bangladesh are not involved in education employment or training.

Insurance Sector

At present, Bangladesh’s insurance sector comprises 46 non-life insurance companies and 33 life insurance 
companies. In addition there are two state-owned insurance corporations one in the general segment and the 
other in the life segment. The gross premium income of all Non-life insurance companies in Bangladesh stood 
at Tk. 4,718 crore including SBC which wad Tk. 3,418 crore for all private Non-life Insurance Companies in 
Bangladesh.

Life insurance constitutes 73.5% of Bangladesh’s insurance market and non-life insurance 26.5%. 
Micro-insurance and Islamic insurance (Takaful) are also a part of Bangladesh’s insurance sector. The assets 
of all insurance companies in Bangladesh stood at 11,103 crore including SBC which was 7,276 crore 
excluding SBC by the end of 2020. The life insurance sector has a competitive landscape with market share 
being closely distributed among multiple players. 

Although Bangladesh’s insurance sector has witnessed some growth, in comparison with other emerging 
nations, there is a lot of room for improvement. According to the Seventh Five Year Plan 2016-2020 of the 
Government of Bangladesh, a majority of the population across product segments (life and non-life) remains 
untapped by the insurance market. Overall, insurance penetration in Bangladesh was 0.91% in 2019 and has 
mostly been on a steady trend since 2015. Bangladesh’s life insurance penetration rate falls behind that of 
several other developing countries. Compared to its South Asian counterparts, Bangladesh has the lowest 
premium per capita. The average insurance penetration in emerging markets increased to more than 3% upto 
2019, as premium growth continued to outpace GDP growth within these economies. But in Bangladesh, there 
is low penetration of financial products and services beyond current accounts compare to all financial products 
and savings products.

An increase in the penetration rate can create widespread benefits for the economy. It is estimated that a 1.5% 
increase in Bangladesh’s insurance penetration rate can reduce uninsured losses and markedly contribute to 
its GDP growth. Fundamental macroeconomic indicators such as GDP growth, unemployment and foreign 
direct investment (FDI) could be strengthened by a robust increase sector which can promote growth by 

provding guaranteed access to liquidity via insurance coverage. The capital market can greatly benefit if 
increased savings are channeled into various financial savings instruments including insurance. A flourishing 
capital market, in turn, could contribute significantly to Bangladesh’s growth. A resilient insurance sector can 
help to curb unemployment as well. If adequate training and education are available, young graduates will be 
alto to find various career opportunities in the insurance sector.

Regulatory reform must have some principal aims and should restrict the sale of unfair and mispriced policies 
to consumers. This is especially important because insurance by its nature is a complex product, hereby 
vulnerable consumers can be persuaded to opt for complicated benefit structures, causing consumer hazard 
within the insurance sector. Regulators should also ensure that insurance is accessible to consumers from all 
economic strata and that product offerings are not restricted to only profitable consumers. Regulations should 
also account for insolvency related risk and ensure there is a satisfactory level of capital reserves to protect 
customers in scenarios where they cannot collect claims when necessary.

Takaful’s Business Performance 2020.

In the above backdrop it was a challenge for Takaful Islami Insurance Limited to maintain its growth rate and 
prevent decline of its revenue earnings. The Management of Takaful with the active co-operation of its Board 
could effectively combat the situation and successfully arrested the declining trend in its premium income 
during the year 2020. 

Despite various negative factors in overall insurance sector, operational performance of Takaful Islami 
Insurance Limited in 2020 was good. The Company earned gross premium of Tk. 5,760.78 lac during the year 
as against Tk. 4,948.54 lac in the previous year registering a growth of 16.41% over the last year. 

Fire Insurance

The Company had underwritten a total fire insurance premium of Tk. 2,315.81 lac including an amount of Tk. 
129.10 lac from the public sector. The net premium income stood at Tk. 1,035.31 lac after ceding re-insurance 
premium of Tk. 1,280.50 lac. During the year 2020, total payment of claim was Tk. 101.65 lac against which an 
amount of Tk. 92.09 lac came as recovery from re-insurer including previous year recovery.

Marine Insurance (Cargo)

The total gross premium income from marine cargo business was Tk. 2,747.95 lac including premium of Tk. 
214.44 lac from public sector. The net premium income of marine cargo business stood at Tk. 2,248.42 lac 
after ceding 499.52 lac on account of re-insurance premium. In the current year an amount of Tk. 285.44. lac 
was paid for marine cargo claims against which an amount of Tk. 253.64 lac came as recovery from re-insurer 
including previous year recovery.

Marine Insurance (Hull)

In the year 2020, the total underwritten premium income from marine hull insurance business was Tk. 30.14 
lac including premium of Tk. 15.97 lac from public sector business. The net premium income came to Tk. 12.48 
lac after ceding Tk. 17.65 lac on account of re-insurance premium.

Motor Insurance 

From motor insurance business our total gross premium income was Tk. 371.59 lac including public sector 
business of Tk. 28.34 lac. After ceding re-insurance premium of Tk. 12.73 lac the net contribution to revenue 
account was Tk. 358.85 lac. During the year, net amount of motor claim to the extent of Tk. 25.60 lac was paid.

Miscellaneous Insurance

The total gross premium income of miscellaneous business came to Tk. 295.27 lac including Tk. 230.02 lac 
from the public sector. In the year 2020, an amount of Tk. 253.84 lac was ceded on account of re-insurance 
premium. During the year, net amount of claim for Tk. 6.15 lac was paid on this account.

Claims

The essence of insurance contract contemplates efficient service when distress falls upon the insured and 
demands assistance in no time most effectively to refill the loss suffered by the insured. Takaful Islami 
Insurance Ltd. achieved built in reputation for its expeditious settlement of claim and capped with this honour 
stepped into 20 years of its successful operation.

Appropriation of Profit 

Profit earned in the year 2020 balance carried  forward from last year stood at Tk. 14,65,83,813.00. This is 
proposed to be appropriated as under :

 Particulars         Taka

i.  Exceptional Losses Reserve                       2,58,75,630.00

ii. Provision for income tax /Deferred Tax           3,00,86,650.00

iii. Cash Dividend for the year 2019 4,25,86,977.00

iv. Capital Reserve  12,570.00

v. Retained earnings carried to the next year 4,80,21,987.00

                                                             Total 14,65,83,813.00

Directors 

The 115th Meeting of Board of Directors held on May 08, 2021 has taken unanimous decision as per section 
No. 113 of Articles of Association regarding retirement and election of Directors from Board in 21st Annual 
General Meeting as follows :

Group-A

As per section No. 112 of Articles of Association the following one third Sponsor Directors retired from Board 
and they being eligible, offer themselves for re-election :

01. Mr. Anwer Hossain Khan MP

02. Engr. Khondaker Mesbahuddin Ahmed

03. Mrs. Nasreen Haque

04. Mrs. Shahanaz Parvin

Vacant post of Sponsor Directors will be filledup by the election among Sponsor Shareholders in the 21st 
Annual General Meeting.

Group – B

As per section No. 112 of Articles of Association the following one third Public Shareholder Directors retired 
from Board :

01. Mr. Khorshed Alam Khan

02. Mr. Mosharraf Hossain Chowdhury, Rep. of Daffodils Sign Media

Accordingly 2 (two) Directors will be elected from Public Shareholders. Notice related to election of Directors from 
Public shareholders has already been published on May 09, 2021 in the Daily Naya Diganta and The New Age.

Vacant post of Public Shareholder Directors will be filledup by the election among Public Shareholders in the 
21st Annual General Meeting. 

Appointment of Auditor 

M/s. ARTISAN, Chartered Accountant was reappointed as Auditor of the Company in 20th Annual General 
Meeting for the year 2020. Considering their performance the Board recommended M/s. ARTISAN, Chartered 
Accountant for reappointment as Auditor at a remuneration of Tk. 1,50,000.00 (Taka one lac fifty thousand) 
only for the year 2021. 

Appointment of Compliance Auditor 

M/s. Huda Hossain & Co., Chartered Accountant was appointed as Compliance Auditor of the Company in 20th 
Annual General Meeting for the year 2020. Considering their performance the Board recommended M/s. Huda 
Hossain & Co., Chartered Accountant for reappointment as Compliance Auditor at a remuneration of Tk. 
50,000.00 (Taka fifty thousand) only for the year 2021. 

Human Capital Management

Takaful has always emphasized on professionalism and development of appropriate human resource 
management policies and practices to enhance the quality of its employees, and to ensure their optimum 
contribution towards the achievement of corporate goals. At Takaful, we believe that our Human Resources 
(HR) gives the organization a significant competitive edge in terms of knowledge and experience. The Company 
has continued its policy of recruiting the best people and implementing programs to develop and retain high 
quality human resources. In line with this Policy, the need-based internal and external training at both home and 
abroad is regularly and systematically arranged. The Company also ensures competitive compensation and 
rewards including employee’s health and safety to assure their retention and provide job satisfaction.

Corporate Governance

The Board of Directors of the Company firmly believes that practice of Good Corporate Governance and 
transparency is a sine qua non towards ensuring a disciplined and a sustainable organization. Takaful Islami 
Insurance Limited designed the corporate Governance systems and practices to ensure adequate internal 
control in operational process, transparency, and accountability. The Corporate Governance structure 
specifies the distribution of rights and responsibilities among different executives and spells out the rules and 
procedures for making decisions on corporate affairs. The role of Regulatory Authorities is very important in 
respect of Corporate Governance practices. Takaful Islami Insurance Limited is pledge-bound to comply with 
all the requirements of regulatory Authorities. Parties to Corporate Governance are Board of Directors, different 
management committee, all decision making personnel, etc. All plans, progammes, Policy decisions, as 
initiated by the Board are implemented by the Management under the leadership of Chief Executive Officer. 

Acknowledgement

On behalf of the Board of Directors, I like to acknowledge and extend my heartfelt gratitude to all of our 
stakeholders including valued clients, Reinsurers and well-wishers at home and abroad for the trust they all 
have had on us and for extending their unreserved support in discharging the responsibilities reposed on me 
and the Board during the year under review. 

I also thank the Insurance Development & Regulatory Authority (IDRA), Registrar of Joint Stock Companies 
and Firms, Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission, Government and Non-Government 
Organizations, Sadharan Bima Corporation, Dhaka and Chittagong Stock Exchange, Bangladesh Insurance 
Association and all the scheduled Banks and Leasing Companies for their sincere support and whole-hearted 
co-operation. 

The Board also acknowledges with thanks, the contribution made by the honorable Directors by guiding and 
giving proper directions from time to time which has made Takaful a hallmark in general insurance industry of 
Bangladesh. 

The Directors also take the opportunity to express their sincere appreciation for the contributions made by the 
executives and members of the staff for their diligent and praiseworthy efforts in ensuring continued progress 
of the company as well as their efforts towards putting Takaful among the top insurance companies in 
Bangladesh. Without their dedicated and loyal services, the company could not have achieved this result.

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors

(Anwer Hossain Khan, MP)
Chairman

The Claims Department of the Company is fully equipped with devoted and efficient professionals capable of 
providing personalized services to the valued clients round the clock. Simple procedures and formalities are 
followed in settlement of claims at the earliest. The department is headed by a highly motivated and 
experienced Assistant Managing Director, assisted by a host of dedicated qualified personnel. 

The executives of Claims Department promptly rush to the spot of incidence accompanied by a government 
licensed surveyor and take all necessary steps to minimize loss. Partial on account payment on the basis of 
preliminary survey report is also paid to the insured considering gravity of the situation.

In the year of 2020 we have settled 93 numbers of claims for Tk. 410.71 lac (Without survey fees) on account 
of Fire, Marine, Motor and Miscellaneous insurance business. Following are the figures of settlement of claims 
during the last 05 years:

 Year Total claim paid amount in lac

 2016 382.43

 2017 1,117.29

 2018 346.90

 2019 547.50

 2020 410.71

 Total 2,804.83

Dividend 

Dear shareholders, considering the performance of the Company for the year 2020 the Board of Directors has 
recommended 10% Cash dividend to the shareholders.

Credit Rating Report 

Credit Rating of the Company is being done every year. Alpha Credit Rating Limited has already rated our 
Company for 2020. According to their report, our Company has been graded AA- (Pronounced as “Double A 
Minus”) in the long term and ST-2 in short term which indicate good fundamentals of the Company such as 
claim paying ability, satisfactory financial performance, sound solvency, experienced management team, good 
liquidity position, systematic internal control procedure. Adequate reinsurance arrangement with Re-insurers in 
home & abroad etc. has added a new dimension in the goodwill of the Company.

Reserve for exceptional loss 

In order to keep consistency with our Corporate Slogan “Symbol of Empathy & Security” our exceptional loss 
reserve has been made for Tk. 2,58,75,630.00 for the year 2020. The cumulative amount is raised to Tk. 
27,77,00,013.00

Investment 

The Company has invested Tk. 250.00 lac with Bangladesh Bank in the form of Bangladesh Govt. Treasury 
Bond (BGTB) as statutory deposit. We have invested Tk. 6,098 lac in TDR mode with Islami Banks and 
Financial Institutions and Tk. 1,008.00 lac in FDR mode with conventional Banks & Financial Institutions. Total 
TDR and FDR amount is Tk. 7,106.00 lac. In addition to this the Company invested Tk. 830.68  lac in capital 
market as on 31st December, 2020.

Profit and Loss Account 

The Company’s income from investment and other income stood Tk. 544.93 lac against Tk. 561.30 lac earned 
in the previous year. After taking into account the underwriting profit of Tk. 673.91 lac and providing for various 
expenses not applicable to any particular fund or account, net profit before taxation came at Tk. 1,004.19 lac 
against Tk. 904.38 lac in the previous year.
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Bismillahir Rahmanir Raheem

Directors’ Report 
for the year ended 31st December, 2020

Dear Shareholders and honourable partners in progress

Assalamualaikum wa Rahmatullah,

It gives me a great pleasure to welcome you to the 21st Annual General Meeting Takaful Islami Insurance 
Limited on behalf of the Board of Directors of the Company and on my behalf. I am also pleased to present the 
Annual Report of the Directors for the year ended in December 31, 2020 along with the Audited Accounts 
containing Statement of Financial Position, Statement of Profit & Loss and other Comprehensive Income, 
Revenue Accounts, and other relevant Financial Statements for the year 2020 and Shariah Council Report for 
your information, consideration and approval. 

In compliance to the provisions of section 184 of the Companies Act 1994, Rule 12 (and the schedule there 
under) of the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) Rules 1987 including Code no. 5 of 
the Corporate Governance Code 2018 issued by BSEC, IAS-1 and referring to section 76 of Insurance Act, 
2010 and other related sections, subsections, rules and regulations in this purpose pursued accordingly to 
prepare, approve and submit the Directors' Report before the respected shareholders of the company for their 
perusal and approval. 

This Report is stated the global economic, position which narrowed down to Bangladesh economy and later on 
it concentrated to the analysis of the Insurance Sector in Bangladesh which finally narrowed and compared 
with the performance of Takaful Islami Insurance Limited in the Insurance Industry. The global economic output 
was weaker in 2020. However, the insurance experts’ opined slightly higher growth in the non-life insurance 
sector in Bangladesh. Contribution of the Insurance Industry to the GDP is pitiable comparing with other 
income generating sector in Bangladesh which is continuing since long. Experts did not notice much future 
growth in case otherwise implementing mandatory insurance products.

The year 2020 the most using word of the world was Covid-19 and its related word like lick down, pandemic 
etc. The global economy stopped down and weather was full of attraction. Social and cultural adaptation was 
different for which, the global economy will forecasted to turnaround towards the digital marketing integration 
with all kinds of marketing business.

Global Economy

Although recent vaccine approvals have raised hopes of a turnaround in the pandemic of the last year, renewed 
waves and new variants of the virus pose concerns for the global outlook. Amid exceptional uncertainty, the 
global economy is projected to grow 5.5 percent in 2021 and 4.2 percent in 2022. The 2021 forecast is revised 
up 0.3 percentage point relative to the previous forecast, reflecting expectations of a vaccine-powered 
strengthening of activity later in the year and additional policy support in a few large economies. The projected 
growth recovery of this year follows a severe collapse in 2020 that has had acute adverse impacts on women, 
youth, the poor, the informally employed and those who work in contract-intensive sectors. The global growth 
contraction for 2020 is estimated stronger-than-expected momentum in the second half of 2020.

Multiple vaccine approvals and the launch of vaccination in some countries in December have raised hopes of 
an eventual end to the pandemic. However, surging infections in late 2020, renewed lock downs, logistical 
problems with vaccine distribution and uncertainly about take-up are important counterpoints to the favorable 
news. Much remain to be done on the health and economic policy fronts to limit persistent damage from the 
severe contraction of 2020 and ensure a sustained recovery.

Advance economies, in general, have been able to provide expansive fiscal support to households and firms 
and central banks have reinforced this with expanded asset purchase program, funding-for-tending facilities, 
and for some interest rate cuts. Reflecting the strong policy support and the anticipated widespread availability 
of vaccines in summer 2021, the projected output loss compared with the pre-COVID forecast is relatively 
smaller for advanced economies than other countries. However, economy of developing countries like 

Bangladesh has no incentive guidelines from the Government for attracting the new investors and for insuring 
the losers who had lost their life, business and social attention during pandemic Covid-19 attack.

Bangladesh Economy

Bangladesh recorded one of the fastest growth rates in the world in the past few years with a stable economic 
performance that has helped to reduce poverty and social inequalities. GDP growth was estimated to have 
reached 7.9% in 2019 and is forecast to fall to 2% in 2020 due to the outbreak of the Covid-19 and pick up to 
9.5% in 2021. The post pandemic global economic recovery and the private consumption boosted by strong 
remittance flows from the Bangladeshi migrant working around the world are expected to be the key drivers of 
growth in 2021.

In 2019, the general government gross debt remained relatively low at around 34.6% of GDP as a result of a 
tight fiscal policy. Nonetheless, the tax base is narrow owing to a number of exemptions weighing on public 
revenue. Public debt ratio to GDP is consequently anticipated to increase to 35.9% by 2021. A new VAT law 
was introduced at the start of the fiscal year 2019-2020 in an attempt to increase tax income. However, its 
impact has been limited since the launch. VAT collection grew only by 1.8% in July-October 2019, the slowest 
growth rate in recent years according to the National Board of Revenue. Financial situation of the banking 
sector remains weak due to a large share of non-performing loans and an increase in restructured loans. 
Inflation moderated to 5.7% in 2019 and is expected to remain stable in 2020 (5.5%) and in 2021 (5.6%) 
despite the Covid-19 pandemic. Current account deficit was estimated to have narrowed to 2.7% of GDP in 
2019 as higher textile exports provided support. Nonetheless, deficit is forecast to widen to 2.2% in 2020 
because of high import requirements of the construction sector for mega-infrastructure projects. Bangladesh is 
one of the most vulnerable counties in the world to climate change with extreme weather events estimated to 
have caused a loss of around 1.8% of GDP in the past few decades. The country has taken measures to 
promote green financing and is seeking grants from the international community, notably via the Green Climate 
Fund. The official unemployment rate according to the latest survey of Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, was 
4.2% during 2016-2018, but this is more than double in youth unemployment rate which is 10.6%. More 
importantly 29.8% of young people in Bangladesh are not involved in education employment or training.

Insurance Sector

At present, Bangladesh’s insurance sector comprises 46 non-life insurance companies and 33 life insurance 
companies. In addition there are two state-owned insurance corporations one in the general segment and the 
other in the life segment. The gross premium income of all Non-life insurance companies in Bangladesh stood 
at Tk. 4,718 crore including SBC which wad Tk. 3,418 crore for all private Non-life Insurance Companies in 
Bangladesh.

Life insurance constitutes 73.5% of Bangladesh’s insurance market and non-life insurance 26.5%. 
Micro-insurance and Islamic insurance (Takaful) are also a part of Bangladesh’s insurance sector. The assets 
of all insurance companies in Bangladesh stood at 11,103 crore including SBC which was 7,276 crore 
excluding SBC by the end of 2020. The life insurance sector has a competitive landscape with market share 
being closely distributed among multiple players. 

Although Bangladesh’s insurance sector has witnessed some growth, in comparison with other emerging 
nations, there is a lot of room for improvement. According to the Seventh Five Year Plan 2016-2020 of the 
Government of Bangladesh, a majority of the population across product segments (life and non-life) remains 
untapped by the insurance market. Overall, insurance penetration in Bangladesh was 0.91% in 2019 and has 
mostly been on a steady trend since 2015. Bangladesh’s life insurance penetration rate falls behind that of 
several other developing countries. Compared to its South Asian counterparts, Bangladesh has the lowest 
premium per capita. The average insurance penetration in emerging markets increased to more than 3% upto 
2019, as premium growth continued to outpace GDP growth within these economies. But in Bangladesh, there 
is low penetration of financial products and services beyond current accounts compare to all financial products 
and savings products.

An increase in the penetration rate can create widespread benefits for the economy. It is estimated that a 1.5% 
increase in Bangladesh’s insurance penetration rate can reduce uninsured losses and markedly contribute to 
its GDP growth. Fundamental macroeconomic indicators such as GDP growth, unemployment and foreign 
direct investment (FDI) could be strengthened by a robust increase sector which can promote growth by 

provding guaranteed access to liquidity via insurance coverage. The capital market can greatly benefit if 
increased savings are channeled into various financial savings instruments including insurance. A flourishing 
capital market, in turn, could contribute significantly to Bangladesh’s growth. A resilient insurance sector can 
help to curb unemployment as well. If adequate training and education are available, young graduates will be 
alto to find various career opportunities in the insurance sector.

Regulatory reform must have some principal aims and should restrict the sale of unfair and mispriced policies 
to consumers. This is especially important because insurance by its nature is a complex product, hereby 
vulnerable consumers can be persuaded to opt for complicated benefit structures, causing consumer hazard 
within the insurance sector. Regulators should also ensure that insurance is accessible to consumers from all 
economic strata and that product offerings are not restricted to only profitable consumers. Regulations should 
also account for insolvency related risk and ensure there is a satisfactory level of capital reserves to protect 
customers in scenarios where they cannot collect claims when necessary.

Takaful’s Business Performance 2020.

In the above backdrop it was a challenge for Takaful Islami Insurance Limited to maintain its growth rate and 
prevent decline of its revenue earnings. The Management of Takaful with the active co-operation of its Board 
could effectively combat the situation and successfully arrested the declining trend in its premium income 
during the year 2020. 

Despite various negative factors in overall insurance sector, operational performance of Takaful Islami 
Insurance Limited in 2020 was good. The Company earned gross premium of Tk. 5,760.78 lac during the year 
as against Tk. 4,948.54 lac in the previous year registering a growth of 16.41% over the last year. 

Fire Insurance

The Company had underwritten a total fire insurance premium of Tk. 2,315.81 lac including an amount of Tk. 
129.10 lac from the public sector. The net premium income stood at Tk. 1,035.31 lac after ceding re-insurance 
premium of Tk. 1,280.50 lac. During the year 2020, total payment of claim was Tk. 101.65 lac against which an 
amount of Tk. 92.09 lac came as recovery from re-insurer including previous year recovery.

Marine Insurance (Cargo)

The total gross premium income from marine cargo business was Tk. 2,747.95 lac including premium of Tk. 
214.44 lac from public sector. The net premium income of marine cargo business stood at Tk. 2,248.42 lac 
after ceding 499.52 lac on account of re-insurance premium. In the current year an amount of Tk. 285.44. lac 
was paid for marine cargo claims against which an amount of Tk. 253.64 lac came as recovery from re-insurer 
including previous year recovery.

Marine Insurance (Hull)

In the year 2020, the total underwritten premium income from marine hull insurance business was Tk. 30.14 
lac including premium of Tk. 15.97 lac from public sector business. The net premium income came to Tk. 12.48 
lac after ceding Tk. 17.65 lac on account of re-insurance premium.

Motor Insurance 

From motor insurance business our total gross premium income was Tk. 371.59 lac including public sector 
business of Tk. 28.34 lac. After ceding re-insurance premium of Tk. 12.73 lac the net contribution to revenue 
account was Tk. 358.85 lac. During the year, net amount of motor claim to the extent of Tk. 25.60 lac was paid.

Miscellaneous Insurance

The total gross premium income of miscellaneous business came to Tk. 295.27 lac including Tk. 230.02 lac 
from the public sector. In the year 2020, an amount of Tk. 253.84 lac was ceded on account of re-insurance 
premium. During the year, net amount of claim for Tk. 6.15 lac was paid on this account.

Claims

The essence of insurance contract contemplates efficient service when distress falls upon the insured and 
demands assistance in no time most effectively to refill the loss suffered by the insured. Takaful Islami 
Insurance Ltd. achieved built in reputation for its expeditious settlement of claim and capped with this honour 
stepped into 20 years of its successful operation.

Appropriation of Profit 

Profit earned in the year 2020 balance carried  forward from last year stood at Tk. 14,65,83,813.00. This is 
proposed to be appropriated as under :

 Particulars         Taka

i.  Exceptional Losses Reserve                       2,58,75,630.00

ii. Provision for income tax /Deferred Tax           3,00,86,650.00

iii. Cash Dividend for the year 2019 4,25,86,977.00

iv. Capital Reserve  12,570.00

v. Retained earnings carried to the next year 4,80,21,987.00

                                                             Total 14,65,83,813.00

Directors 

The 115th Meeting of Board of Directors held on May 08, 2021 has taken unanimous decision as per section 
No. 113 of Articles of Association regarding retirement and election of Directors from Board in 21st Annual 
General Meeting as follows :

Group-A

As per section No. 112 of Articles of Association the following one third Sponsor Directors retired from Board 
and they being eligible, offer themselves for re-election :

01. Mr. Anwer Hossain Khan MP

02. Engr. Khondaker Mesbahuddin Ahmed

03. Mrs. Nasreen Haque

04. Mrs. Shahanaz Parvin

Vacant post of Sponsor Directors will be filledup by the election among Sponsor Shareholders in the 21st 
Annual General Meeting.

Group – B

As per section No. 112 of Articles of Association the following one third Public Shareholder Directors retired 
from Board :

01. Mr. Khorshed Alam Khan

02. Mr. Mosharraf Hossain Chowdhury, Rep. of Daffodils Sign Media

Accordingly 2 (two) Directors will be elected from Public Shareholders. Notice related to election of Directors from 
Public shareholders has already been published on May 09, 2021 in the Daily Naya Diganta and The New Age.

Vacant post of Public Shareholder Directors will be filledup by the election among Public Shareholders in the 
21st Annual General Meeting. 

Appointment of Auditor 

M/s. ARTISAN, Chartered Accountant was reappointed as Auditor of the Company in 20th Annual General 
Meeting for the year 2020. Considering their performance the Board recommended M/s. ARTISAN, Chartered 
Accountant for reappointment as Auditor at a remuneration of Tk. 1,50,000.00 (Taka one lac fifty thousand) 
only for the year 2021. 

Appointment of Compliance Auditor 

M/s. Huda Hossain & Co., Chartered Accountant was appointed as Compliance Auditor of the Company in 20th 
Annual General Meeting for the year 2020. Considering their performance the Board recommended M/s. Huda 
Hossain & Co., Chartered Accountant for reappointment as Compliance Auditor at a remuneration of Tk. 
50,000.00 (Taka fifty thousand) only for the year 2021. 

Human Capital Management

Takaful has always emphasized on professionalism and development of appropriate human resource 
management policies and practices to enhance the quality of its employees, and to ensure their optimum 
contribution towards the achievement of corporate goals. At Takaful, we believe that our Human Resources 
(HR) gives the organization a significant competitive edge in terms of knowledge and experience. The Company 
has continued its policy of recruiting the best people and implementing programs to develop and retain high 
quality human resources. In line with this Policy, the need-based internal and external training at both home and 
abroad is regularly and systematically arranged. The Company also ensures competitive compensation and 
rewards including employee’s health and safety to assure their retention and provide job satisfaction.

Corporate Governance

The Board of Directors of the Company firmly believes that practice of Good Corporate Governance and 
transparency is a sine qua non towards ensuring a disciplined and a sustainable organization. Takaful Islami 
Insurance Limited designed the corporate Governance systems and practices to ensure adequate internal 
control in operational process, transparency, and accountability. The Corporate Governance structure 
specifies the distribution of rights and responsibilities among different executives and spells out the rules and 
procedures for making decisions on corporate affairs. The role of Regulatory Authorities is very important in 
respect of Corporate Governance practices. Takaful Islami Insurance Limited is pledge-bound to comply with 
all the requirements of regulatory Authorities. Parties to Corporate Governance are Board of Directors, different 
management committee, all decision making personnel, etc. All plans, progammes, Policy decisions, as 
initiated by the Board are implemented by the Management under the leadership of Chief Executive Officer. 

Acknowledgement

On behalf of the Board of Directors, I like to acknowledge and extend my heartfelt gratitude to all of our 
stakeholders including valued clients, Reinsurers and well-wishers at home and abroad for the trust they all 
have had on us and for extending their unreserved support in discharging the responsibilities reposed on me 
and the Board during the year under review. 

I also thank the Insurance Development & Regulatory Authority (IDRA), Registrar of Joint Stock Companies 
and Firms, Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission, Government and Non-Government 
Organizations, Sadharan Bima Corporation, Dhaka and Chittagong Stock Exchange, Bangladesh Insurance 
Association and all the scheduled Banks and Leasing Companies for their sincere support and whole-hearted 
co-operation. 

The Board also acknowledges with thanks, the contribution made by the honorable Directors by guiding and 
giving proper directions from time to time which has made Takaful a hallmark in general insurance industry of 
Bangladesh. 

The Directors also take the opportunity to express their sincere appreciation for the contributions made by the 
executives and members of the staff for their diligent and praiseworthy efforts in ensuring continued progress 
of the company as well as their efforts towards putting Takaful among the top insurance companies in 
Bangladesh. Without their dedicated and loyal services, the company could not have achieved this result.

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors

(Anwer Hossain Khan, MP)
Chairman

The Claims Department of the Company is fully equipped with devoted and efficient professionals capable of 
providing personalized services to the valued clients round the clock. Simple procedures and formalities are 
followed in settlement of claims at the earliest. The department is headed by a highly motivated and 
experienced Assistant Managing Director, assisted by a host of dedicated qualified personnel. 

The executives of Claims Department promptly rush to the spot of incidence accompanied by a government 
licensed surveyor and take all necessary steps to minimize loss. Partial on account payment on the basis of 
preliminary survey report is also paid to the insured considering gravity of the situation.

In the year of 2020 we have settled 93 numbers of claims for Tk. 410.71 lac (Without survey fees) on account 
of Fire, Marine, Motor and Miscellaneous insurance business. Following are the figures of settlement of claims 
during the last 05 years:

 Year Total claim paid amount in lac

 2016 382.43

 2017 1,117.29

 2018 346.90

 2019 547.50

 2020 410.71

 Total 2,804.83

Dividend 

Dear shareholders, considering the performance of the Company for the year 2020 the Board of Directors has 
recommended 10% Cash dividend to the shareholders.

Credit Rating Report 

Credit Rating of the Company is being done every year. Alpha Credit Rating Limited has already rated our 
Company for 2020. According to their report, our Company has been graded AA- (Pronounced as “Double A 
Minus”) in the long term and ST-2 in short term which indicate good fundamentals of the Company such as 
claim paying ability, satisfactory financial performance, sound solvency, experienced management team, good 
liquidity position, systematic internal control procedure. Adequate reinsurance arrangement with Re-insurers in 
home & abroad etc. has added a new dimension in the goodwill of the Company.

Reserve for exceptional loss 

In order to keep consistency with our Corporate Slogan “Symbol of Empathy & Security” our exceptional loss 
reserve has been made for Tk. 2,58,75,630.00 for the year 2020. The cumulative amount is raised to Tk. 
27,77,00,013.00

Investment 

The Company has invested Tk. 250.00 lac with Bangladesh Bank in the form of Bangladesh Govt. Treasury 
Bond (BGTB) as statutory deposit. We have invested Tk. 6,098 lac in TDR mode with Islami Banks and 
Financial Institutions and Tk. 1,008.00 lac in FDR mode with conventional Banks & Financial Institutions. Total 
TDR and FDR amount is Tk. 7,106.00 lac. In addition to this the Company invested Tk. 830.68  lac in capital 
market as on 31st December, 2020.

Profit and Loss Account 

The Company’s income from investment and other income stood Tk. 544.93 lac against Tk. 561.30 lac earned 
in the previous year. After taking into account the underwriting profit of Tk. 673.91 lac and providing for various 
expenses not applicable to any particular fund or account, net profit before taxation came at Tk. 1,004.19 lac 
against Tk. 904.38 lac in the previous year.
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Bismillahir Rahmanir Raheem

Directors’ Report 
for the year ended 31st December, 2020

Dear Shareholders and honourable partners in progress

Assalamualaikum wa Rahmatullah,

It gives me a great pleasure to welcome you to the 21st Annual General Meeting Takaful Islami Insurance 
Limited on behalf of the Board of Directors of the Company and on my behalf. I am also pleased to present the 
Annual Report of the Directors for the year ended in December 31, 2020 along with the Audited Accounts 
containing Statement of Financial Position, Statement of Profit & Loss and other Comprehensive Income, 
Revenue Accounts, and other relevant Financial Statements for the year 2020 and Shariah Council Report for 
your information, consideration and approval. 

In compliance to the provisions of section 184 of the Companies Act 1994, Rule 12 (and the schedule there 
under) of the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) Rules 1987 including Code no. 5 of 
the Corporate Governance Code 2018 issued by BSEC, IAS-1 and referring to section 76 of Insurance Act, 
2010 and other related sections, subsections, rules and regulations in this purpose pursued accordingly to 
prepare, approve and submit the Directors' Report before the respected shareholders of the company for their 
perusal and approval. 

This Report is stated the global economic, position which narrowed down to Bangladesh economy and later on 
it concentrated to the analysis of the Insurance Sector in Bangladesh which finally narrowed and compared 
with the performance of Takaful Islami Insurance Limited in the Insurance Industry. The global economic output 
was weaker in 2020. However, the insurance experts’ opined slightly higher growth in the non-life insurance 
sector in Bangladesh. Contribution of the Insurance Industry to the GDP is pitiable comparing with other 
income generating sector in Bangladesh which is continuing since long. Experts did not notice much future 
growth in case otherwise implementing mandatory insurance products.

The year 2020 the most using word of the world was Covid-19 and its related word like lick down, pandemic 
etc. The global economy stopped down and weather was full of attraction. Social and cultural adaptation was 
different for which, the global economy will forecasted to turnaround towards the digital marketing integration 
with all kinds of marketing business.

Global Economy

Although recent vaccine approvals have raised hopes of a turnaround in the pandemic of the last year, renewed 
waves and new variants of the virus pose concerns for the global outlook. Amid exceptional uncertainty, the 
global economy is projected to grow 5.5 percent in 2021 and 4.2 percent in 2022. The 2021 forecast is revised 
up 0.3 percentage point relative to the previous forecast, reflecting expectations of a vaccine-powered 
strengthening of activity later in the year and additional policy support in a few large economies. The projected 
growth recovery of this year follows a severe collapse in 2020 that has had acute adverse impacts on women, 
youth, the poor, the informally employed and those who work in contract-intensive sectors. The global growth 
contraction for 2020 is estimated stronger-than-expected momentum in the second half of 2020.

Multiple vaccine approvals and the launch of vaccination in some countries in December have raised hopes of 
an eventual end to the pandemic. However, surging infections in late 2020, renewed lock downs, logistical 
problems with vaccine distribution and uncertainly about take-up are important counterpoints to the favorable 
news. Much remain to be done on the health and economic policy fronts to limit persistent damage from the 
severe contraction of 2020 and ensure a sustained recovery.

Advance economies, in general, have been able to provide expansive fiscal support to households and firms 
and central banks have reinforced this with expanded asset purchase program, funding-for-tending facilities, 
and for some interest rate cuts. Reflecting the strong policy support and the anticipated widespread availability 
of vaccines in summer 2021, the projected output loss compared with the pre-COVID forecast is relatively 
smaller for advanced economies than other countries. However, economy of developing countries like 

Bangladesh has no incentive guidelines from the Government for attracting the new investors and for insuring 
the losers who had lost their life, business and social attention during pandemic Covid-19 attack.

Bangladesh Economy

Bangladesh recorded one of the fastest growth rates in the world in the past few years with a stable economic 
performance that has helped to reduce poverty and social inequalities. GDP growth was estimated to have 
reached 7.9% in 2019 and is forecast to fall to 2% in 2020 due to the outbreak of the Covid-19 and pick up to 
9.5% in 2021. The post pandemic global economic recovery and the private consumption boosted by strong 
remittance flows from the Bangladeshi migrant working around the world are expected to be the key drivers of 
growth in 2021.

In 2019, the general government gross debt remained relatively low at around 34.6% of GDP as a result of a 
tight fiscal policy. Nonetheless, the tax base is narrow owing to a number of exemptions weighing on public 
revenue. Public debt ratio to GDP is consequently anticipated to increase to 35.9% by 2021. A new VAT law 
was introduced at the start of the fiscal year 2019-2020 in an attempt to increase tax income. However, its 
impact has been limited since the launch. VAT collection grew only by 1.8% in July-October 2019, the slowest 
growth rate in recent years according to the National Board of Revenue. Financial situation of the banking 
sector remains weak due to a large share of non-performing loans and an increase in restructured loans. 
Inflation moderated to 5.7% in 2019 and is expected to remain stable in 2020 (5.5%) and in 2021 (5.6%) 
despite the Covid-19 pandemic. Current account deficit was estimated to have narrowed to 2.7% of GDP in 
2019 as higher textile exports provided support. Nonetheless, deficit is forecast to widen to 2.2% in 2020 
because of high import requirements of the construction sector for mega-infrastructure projects. Bangladesh is 
one of the most vulnerable counties in the world to climate change with extreme weather events estimated to 
have caused a loss of around 1.8% of GDP in the past few decades. The country has taken measures to 
promote green financing and is seeking grants from the international community, notably via the Green Climate 
Fund. The official unemployment rate according to the latest survey of Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, was 
4.2% during 2016-2018, but this is more than double in youth unemployment rate which is 10.6%. More 
importantly 29.8% of young people in Bangladesh are not involved in education employment or training.

Insurance Sector

At present, Bangladesh’s insurance sector comprises 46 non-life insurance companies and 33 life insurance 
companies. In addition there are two state-owned insurance corporations one in the general segment and the 
other in the life segment. The gross premium income of all Non-life insurance companies in Bangladesh stood 
at Tk. 4,718 crore including SBC which wad Tk. 3,418 crore for all private Non-life Insurance Companies in 
Bangladesh.

Life insurance constitutes 73.5% of Bangladesh’s insurance market and non-life insurance 26.5%. 
Micro-insurance and Islamic insurance (Takaful) are also a part of Bangladesh’s insurance sector. The assets 
of all insurance companies in Bangladesh stood at 11,103 crore including SBC which was 7,276 crore 
excluding SBC by the end of 2020. The life insurance sector has a competitive landscape with market share 
being closely distributed among multiple players. 

Although Bangladesh’s insurance sector has witnessed some growth, in comparison with other emerging 
nations, there is a lot of room for improvement. According to the Seventh Five Year Plan 2016-2020 of the 
Government of Bangladesh, a majority of the population across product segments (life and non-life) remains 
untapped by the insurance market. Overall, insurance penetration in Bangladesh was 0.91% in 2019 and has 
mostly been on a steady trend since 2015. Bangladesh’s life insurance penetration rate falls behind that of 
several other developing countries. Compared to its South Asian counterparts, Bangladesh has the lowest 
premium per capita. The average insurance penetration in emerging markets increased to more than 3% upto 
2019, as premium growth continued to outpace GDP growth within these economies. But in Bangladesh, there 
is low penetration of financial products and services beyond current accounts compare to all financial products 
and savings products.

An increase in the penetration rate can create widespread benefits for the economy. It is estimated that a 1.5% 
increase in Bangladesh’s insurance penetration rate can reduce uninsured losses and markedly contribute to 
its GDP growth. Fundamental macroeconomic indicators such as GDP growth, unemployment and foreign 
direct investment (FDI) could be strengthened by a robust increase sector which can promote growth by 

provding guaranteed access to liquidity via insurance coverage. The capital market can greatly benefit if 
increased savings are channeled into various financial savings instruments including insurance. A flourishing 
capital market, in turn, could contribute significantly to Bangladesh’s growth. A resilient insurance sector can 
help to curb unemployment as well. If adequate training and education are available, young graduates will be 
alto to find various career opportunities in the insurance sector.

Regulatory reform must have some principal aims and should restrict the sale of unfair and mispriced policies 
to consumers. This is especially important because insurance by its nature is a complex product, hereby 
vulnerable consumers can be persuaded to opt for complicated benefit structures, causing consumer hazard 
within the insurance sector. Regulators should also ensure that insurance is accessible to consumers from all 
economic strata and that product offerings are not restricted to only profitable consumers. Regulations should 
also account for insolvency related risk and ensure there is a satisfactory level of capital reserves to protect 
customers in scenarios where they cannot collect claims when necessary.

Takaful’s Business Performance 2020.

In the above backdrop it was a challenge for Takaful Islami Insurance Limited to maintain its growth rate and 
prevent decline of its revenue earnings. The Management of Takaful with the active co-operation of its Board 
could effectively combat the situation and successfully arrested the declining trend in its premium income 
during the year 2020. 

Despite various negative factors in overall insurance sector, operational performance of Takaful Islami 
Insurance Limited in 2020 was good. The Company earned gross premium of Tk. 5,760.78 lac during the year 
as against Tk. 4,948.54 lac in the previous year registering a growth of 16.41% over the last year. 

Fire Insurance

The Company had underwritten a total fire insurance premium of Tk. 2,315.81 lac including an amount of Tk. 
129.10 lac from the public sector. The net premium income stood at Tk. 1,035.31 lac after ceding re-insurance 
premium of Tk. 1,280.50 lac. During the year 2020, total payment of claim was Tk. 101.65 lac against which an 
amount of Tk. 92.09 lac came as recovery from re-insurer including previous year recovery.

Marine Insurance (Cargo)

The total gross premium income from marine cargo business was Tk. 2,747.95 lac including premium of Tk. 
214.44 lac from public sector. The net premium income of marine cargo business stood at Tk. 2,248.42 lac 
after ceding 499.52 lac on account of re-insurance premium. In the current year an amount of Tk. 285.44. lac 
was paid for marine cargo claims against which an amount of Tk. 253.64 lac came as recovery from re-insurer 
including previous year recovery.

Marine Insurance (Hull)

In the year 2020, the total underwritten premium income from marine hull insurance business was Tk. 30.14 
lac including premium of Tk. 15.97 lac from public sector business. The net premium income came to Tk. 12.48 
lac after ceding Tk. 17.65 lac on account of re-insurance premium.

Motor Insurance 

From motor insurance business our total gross premium income was Tk. 371.59 lac including public sector 
business of Tk. 28.34 lac. After ceding re-insurance premium of Tk. 12.73 lac the net contribution to revenue 
account was Tk. 358.85 lac. During the year, net amount of motor claim to the extent of Tk. 25.60 lac was paid.

Miscellaneous Insurance

The total gross premium income of miscellaneous business came to Tk. 295.27 lac including Tk. 230.02 lac 
from the public sector. In the year 2020, an amount of Tk. 253.84 lac was ceded on account of re-insurance 
premium. During the year, net amount of claim for Tk. 6.15 lac was paid on this account.

Claims

The essence of insurance contract contemplates efficient service when distress falls upon the insured and 
demands assistance in no time most effectively to refill the loss suffered by the insured. Takaful Islami 
Insurance Ltd. achieved built in reputation for its expeditious settlement of claim and capped with this honour 
stepped into 20 years of its successful operation.

Appropriation of Profit 

Profit earned in the year 2020 balance carried  forward from last year stood at Tk. 14,65,83,813.00. This is 
proposed to be appropriated as under :

 Particulars         Taka

i.  Exceptional Losses Reserve                       2,58,75,630.00

ii. Provision for income tax /Deferred Tax           3,00,86,650.00

iii. Cash Dividend for the year 2019 4,25,86,977.00

iv. Capital Reserve  12,570.00

v. Retained earnings carried to the next year 4,80,21,987.00

                                                             Total 14,65,83,813.00

Directors 

The 115th Meeting of Board of Directors held on May 08, 2021 has taken unanimous decision as per section 
No. 113 of Articles of Association regarding retirement and election of Directors from Board in 21st Annual 
General Meeting as follows :

Group-A

As per section No. 112 of Articles of Association the following one third Sponsor Directors retired from Board 
and they being eligible, offer themselves for re-election :

01. Mr. Anwer Hossain Khan MP

02. Engr. Khondaker Mesbahuddin Ahmed

03. Mrs. Nasreen Haque

04. Mrs. Shahanaz Parvin

Vacant post of Sponsor Directors will be filledup by the election among Sponsor Shareholders in the 21st 
Annual General Meeting.

Group – B

As per section No. 112 of Articles of Association the following one third Public Shareholder Directors retired 
from Board :

01. Mr. Khorshed Alam Khan

02. Mr. Mosharraf Hossain Chowdhury, Rep. of Daffodils Sign Media

Accordingly 2 (two) Directors will be elected from Public Shareholders. Notice related to election of Directors from 
Public shareholders has already been published on May 09, 2021 in the Daily Naya Diganta and The New Age.

Vacant post of Public Shareholder Directors will be filledup by the election among Public Shareholders in the 
21st Annual General Meeting. 

Appointment of Auditor 

M/s. ARTISAN, Chartered Accountant was reappointed as Auditor of the Company in 20th Annual General 
Meeting for the year 2020. Considering their performance the Board recommended M/s. ARTISAN, Chartered 
Accountant for reappointment as Auditor at a remuneration of Tk. 1,50,000.00 (Taka one lac fifty thousand) 
only for the year 2021. 

Appointment of Compliance Auditor 

M/s. Huda Hossain & Co., Chartered Accountant was appointed as Compliance Auditor of the Company in 20th 
Annual General Meeting for the year 2020. Considering their performance the Board recommended M/s. Huda 
Hossain & Co., Chartered Accountant for reappointment as Compliance Auditor at a remuneration of Tk. 
50,000.00 (Taka fifty thousand) only for the year 2021. 

Human Capital Management

Takaful has always emphasized on professionalism and development of appropriate human resource 
management policies and practices to enhance the quality of its employees, and to ensure their optimum 
contribution towards the achievement of corporate goals. At Takaful, we believe that our Human Resources 
(HR) gives the organization a significant competitive edge in terms of knowledge and experience. The Company 
has continued its policy of recruiting the best people and implementing programs to develop and retain high 
quality human resources. In line with this Policy, the need-based internal and external training at both home and 
abroad is regularly and systematically arranged. The Company also ensures competitive compensation and 
rewards including employee’s health and safety to assure their retention and provide job satisfaction.

Corporate Governance

The Board of Directors of the Company firmly believes that practice of Good Corporate Governance and 
transparency is a sine qua non towards ensuring a disciplined and a sustainable organization. Takaful Islami 
Insurance Limited designed the corporate Governance systems and practices to ensure adequate internal 
control in operational process, transparency, and accountability. The Corporate Governance structure 
specifies the distribution of rights and responsibilities among different executives and spells out the rules and 
procedures for making decisions on corporate affairs. The role of Regulatory Authorities is very important in 
respect of Corporate Governance practices. Takaful Islami Insurance Limited is pledge-bound to comply with 
all the requirements of regulatory Authorities. Parties to Corporate Governance are Board of Directors, different 
management committee, all decision making personnel, etc. All plans, progammes, Policy decisions, as 
initiated by the Board are implemented by the Management under the leadership of Chief Executive Officer. 

Acknowledgement

On behalf of the Board of Directors, I like to acknowledge and extend my heartfelt gratitude to all of our 
stakeholders including valued clients, Reinsurers and well-wishers at home and abroad for the trust they all 
have had on us and for extending their unreserved support in discharging the responsibilities reposed on me 
and the Board during the year under review. 

I also thank the Insurance Development & Regulatory Authority (IDRA), Registrar of Joint Stock Companies 
and Firms, Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission, Government and Non-Government 
Organizations, Sadharan Bima Corporation, Dhaka and Chittagong Stock Exchange, Bangladesh Insurance 
Association and all the scheduled Banks and Leasing Companies for their sincere support and whole-hearted 
co-operation. 

The Board also acknowledges with thanks, the contribution made by the honorable Directors by guiding and 
giving proper directions from time to time which has made Takaful a hallmark in general insurance industry of 
Bangladesh. 

The Directors also take the opportunity to express their sincere appreciation for the contributions made by the 
executives and members of the staff for their diligent and praiseworthy efforts in ensuring continued progress 
of the company as well as their efforts towards putting Takaful among the top insurance companies in 
Bangladesh. Without their dedicated and loyal services, the company could not have achieved this result.

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors

(Anwer Hossain Khan, MP)
Chairman

The Claims Department of the Company is fully equipped with devoted and efficient professionals capable of 
providing personalized services to the valued clients round the clock. Simple procedures and formalities are 
followed in settlement of claims at the earliest. The department is headed by a highly motivated and 
experienced Assistant Managing Director, assisted by a host of dedicated qualified personnel. 

The executives of Claims Department promptly rush to the spot of incidence accompanied by a government 
licensed surveyor and take all necessary steps to minimize loss. Partial on account payment on the basis of 
preliminary survey report is also paid to the insured considering gravity of the situation.

In the year of 2020 we have settled 93 numbers of claims for Tk. 410.71 lac (Without survey fees) on account 
of Fire, Marine, Motor and Miscellaneous insurance business. Following are the figures of settlement of claims 
during the last 05 years:

 Year Total claim paid amount in lac

 2016 382.43

 2017 1,117.29

 2018 346.90

 2019 547.50

 2020 410.71

 Total 2,804.83

Dividend 

Dear shareholders, considering the performance of the Company for the year 2020 the Board of Directors has 
recommended 10% Cash dividend to the shareholders.

Credit Rating Report 

Credit Rating of the Company is being done every year. Alpha Credit Rating Limited has already rated our 
Company for 2020. According to their report, our Company has been graded AA- (Pronounced as “Double A 
Minus”) in the long term and ST-2 in short term which indicate good fundamentals of the Company such as 
claim paying ability, satisfactory financial performance, sound solvency, experienced management team, good 
liquidity position, systematic internal control procedure. Adequate reinsurance arrangement with Re-insurers in 
home & abroad etc. has added a new dimension in the goodwill of the Company.

Reserve for exceptional loss 

In order to keep consistency with our Corporate Slogan “Symbol of Empathy & Security” our exceptional loss 
reserve has been made for Tk. 2,58,75,630.00 for the year 2020. The cumulative amount is raised to Tk. 
27,77,00,013.00

Investment 

The Company has invested Tk. 250.00 lac with Bangladesh Bank in the form of Bangladesh Govt. Treasury 
Bond (BGTB) as statutory deposit. We have invested Tk. 6,098 lac in TDR mode with Islami Banks and 
Financial Institutions and Tk. 1,008.00 lac in FDR mode with conventional Banks & Financial Institutions. Total 
TDR and FDR amount is Tk. 7,106.00 lac. In addition to this the Company invested Tk. 830.68  lac in capital 
market as on 31st December, 2020.

Profit and Loss Account 

The Company’s income from investment and other income stood Tk. 544.93 lac against Tk. 561.30 lac earned 
in the previous year. After taking into account the underwriting profit of Tk. 673.91 lac and providing for various 
expenses not applicable to any particular fund or account, net profit before taxation came at Tk. 1,004.19 lac 
against Tk. 904.38 lac in the previous year.
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Bismillahir Rahmanir Raheem

Directors’ Report 
for the year ended 31st December, 2020

Dear Shareholders and honourable partners in progress

Assalamualaikum wa Rahmatullah,

It gives me a great pleasure to welcome you to the 21st Annual General Meeting Takaful Islami Insurance 
Limited on behalf of the Board of Directors of the Company and on my behalf. I am also pleased to present the 
Annual Report of the Directors for the year ended in December 31, 2020 along with the Audited Accounts 
containing Statement of Financial Position, Statement of Profit & Loss and other Comprehensive Income, 
Revenue Accounts, and other relevant Financial Statements for the year 2020 and Shariah Council Report for 
your information, consideration and approval. 

In compliance to the provisions of section 184 of the Companies Act 1994, Rule 12 (and the schedule there 
under) of the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) Rules 1987 including Code no. 5 of 
the Corporate Governance Code 2018 issued by BSEC, IAS-1 and referring to section 76 of Insurance Act, 
2010 and other related sections, subsections, rules and regulations in this purpose pursued accordingly to 
prepare, approve and submit the Directors' Report before the respected shareholders of the company for their 
perusal and approval. 

This Report is stated the global economic, position which narrowed down to Bangladesh economy and later on 
it concentrated to the analysis of the Insurance Sector in Bangladesh which finally narrowed and compared 
with the performance of Takaful Islami Insurance Limited in the Insurance Industry. The global economic output 
was weaker in 2020. However, the insurance experts’ opined slightly higher growth in the non-life insurance 
sector in Bangladesh. Contribution of the Insurance Industry to the GDP is pitiable comparing with other 
income generating sector in Bangladesh which is continuing since long. Experts did not notice much future 
growth in case otherwise implementing mandatory insurance products.

The year 2020 the most using word of the world was Covid-19 and its related word like lick down, pandemic 
etc. The global economy stopped down and weather was full of attraction. Social and cultural adaptation was 
different for which, the global economy will forecasted to turnaround towards the digital marketing integration 
with all kinds of marketing business.

Global Economy

Although recent vaccine approvals have raised hopes of a turnaround in the pandemic of the last year, renewed 
waves and new variants of the virus pose concerns for the global outlook. Amid exceptional uncertainty, the 
global economy is projected to grow 5.5 percent in 2021 and 4.2 percent in 2022. The 2021 forecast is revised 
up 0.3 percentage point relative to the previous forecast, reflecting expectations of a vaccine-powered 
strengthening of activity later in the year and additional policy support in a few large economies. The projected 
growth recovery of this year follows a severe collapse in 2020 that has had acute adverse impacts on women, 
youth, the poor, the informally employed and those who work in contract-intensive sectors. The global growth 
contraction for 2020 is estimated stronger-than-expected momentum in the second half of 2020.

Multiple vaccine approvals and the launch of vaccination in some countries in December have raised hopes of 
an eventual end to the pandemic. However, surging infections in late 2020, renewed lock downs, logistical 
problems with vaccine distribution and uncertainly about take-up are important counterpoints to the favorable 
news. Much remain to be done on the health and economic policy fronts to limit persistent damage from the 
severe contraction of 2020 and ensure a sustained recovery.

Advance economies, in general, have been able to provide expansive fiscal support to households and firms 
and central banks have reinforced this with expanded asset purchase program, funding-for-tending facilities, 
and for some interest rate cuts. Reflecting the strong policy support and the anticipated widespread availability 
of vaccines in summer 2021, the projected output loss compared with the pre-COVID forecast is relatively 
smaller for advanced economies than other countries. However, economy of developing countries like 

Bangladesh has no incentive guidelines from the Government for attracting the new investors and for insuring 
the losers who had lost their life, business and social attention during pandemic Covid-19 attack.

Bangladesh Economy

Bangladesh recorded one of the fastest growth rates in the world in the past few years with a stable economic 
performance that has helped to reduce poverty and social inequalities. GDP growth was estimated to have 
reached 7.9% in 2019 and is forecast to fall to 2% in 2020 due to the outbreak of the Covid-19 and pick up to 
9.5% in 2021. The post pandemic global economic recovery and the private consumption boosted by strong 
remittance flows from the Bangladeshi migrant working around the world are expected to be the key drivers of 
growth in 2021.

In 2019, the general government gross debt remained relatively low at around 34.6% of GDP as a result of a 
tight fiscal policy. Nonetheless, the tax base is narrow owing to a number of exemptions weighing on public 
revenue. Public debt ratio to GDP is consequently anticipated to increase to 35.9% by 2021. A new VAT law 
was introduced at the start of the fiscal year 2019-2020 in an attempt to increase tax income. However, its 
impact has been limited since the launch. VAT collection grew only by 1.8% in July-October 2019, the slowest 
growth rate in recent years according to the National Board of Revenue. Financial situation of the banking 
sector remains weak due to a large share of non-performing loans and an increase in restructured loans. 
Inflation moderated to 5.7% in 2019 and is expected to remain stable in 2020 (5.5%) and in 2021 (5.6%) 
despite the Covid-19 pandemic. Current account deficit was estimated to have narrowed to 2.7% of GDP in 
2019 as higher textile exports provided support. Nonetheless, deficit is forecast to widen to 2.2% in 2020 
because of high import requirements of the construction sector for mega-infrastructure projects. Bangladesh is 
one of the most vulnerable counties in the world to climate change with extreme weather events estimated to 
have caused a loss of around 1.8% of GDP in the past few decades. The country has taken measures to 
promote green financing and is seeking grants from the international community, notably via the Green Climate 
Fund. The official unemployment rate according to the latest survey of Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, was 
4.2% during 2016-2018, but this is more than double in youth unemployment rate which is 10.6%. More 
importantly 29.8% of young people in Bangladesh are not involved in education employment or training.

Insurance Sector

At present, Bangladesh’s insurance sector comprises 46 non-life insurance companies and 33 life insurance 
companies. In addition there are two state-owned insurance corporations one in the general segment and the 
other in the life segment. The gross premium income of all Non-life insurance companies in Bangladesh stood 
at Tk. 4,718 crore including SBC which wad Tk. 3,418 crore for all private Non-life Insurance Companies in 
Bangladesh.

Life insurance constitutes 73.5% of Bangladesh’s insurance market and non-life insurance 26.5%. 
Micro-insurance and Islamic insurance (Takaful) are also a part of Bangladesh’s insurance sector. The assets 
of all insurance companies in Bangladesh stood at 11,103 crore including SBC which was 7,276 crore 
excluding SBC by the end of 2020. The life insurance sector has a competitive landscape with market share 
being closely distributed among multiple players. 

Although Bangladesh’s insurance sector has witnessed some growth, in comparison with other emerging 
nations, there is a lot of room for improvement. According to the Seventh Five Year Plan 2016-2020 of the 
Government of Bangladesh, a majority of the population across product segments (life and non-life) remains 
untapped by the insurance market. Overall, insurance penetration in Bangladesh was 0.91% in 2019 and has 
mostly been on a steady trend since 2015. Bangladesh’s life insurance penetration rate falls behind that of 
several other developing countries. Compared to its South Asian counterparts, Bangladesh has the lowest 
premium per capita. The average insurance penetration in emerging markets increased to more than 3% upto 
2019, as premium growth continued to outpace GDP growth within these economies. But in Bangladesh, there 
is low penetration of financial products and services beyond current accounts compare to all financial products 
and savings products.

An increase in the penetration rate can create widespread benefits for the economy. It is estimated that a 1.5% 
increase in Bangladesh’s insurance penetration rate can reduce uninsured losses and markedly contribute to 
its GDP growth. Fundamental macroeconomic indicators such as GDP growth, unemployment and foreign 
direct investment (FDI) could be strengthened by a robust increase sector which can promote growth by 

provding guaranteed access to liquidity via insurance coverage. The capital market can greatly benefit if 
increased savings are channeled into various financial savings instruments including insurance. A flourishing 
capital market, in turn, could contribute significantly to Bangladesh’s growth. A resilient insurance sector can 
help to curb unemployment as well. If adequate training and education are available, young graduates will be 
alto to find various career opportunities in the insurance sector.

Regulatory reform must have some principal aims and should restrict the sale of unfair and mispriced policies 
to consumers. This is especially important because insurance by its nature is a complex product, hereby 
vulnerable consumers can be persuaded to opt for complicated benefit structures, causing consumer hazard 
within the insurance sector. Regulators should also ensure that insurance is accessible to consumers from all 
economic strata and that product offerings are not restricted to only profitable consumers. Regulations should 
also account for insolvency related risk and ensure there is a satisfactory level of capital reserves to protect 
customers in scenarios where they cannot collect claims when necessary.

Takaful’s Business Performance 2020.

In the above backdrop it was a challenge for Takaful Islami Insurance Limited to maintain its growth rate and 
prevent decline of its revenue earnings. The Management of Takaful with the active co-operation of its Board 
could effectively combat the situation and successfully arrested the declining trend in its premium income 
during the year 2020. 

Despite various negative factors in overall insurance sector, operational performance of Takaful Islami 
Insurance Limited in 2020 was good. The Company earned gross premium of Tk. 5,760.78 lac during the year 
as against Tk. 4,948.54 lac in the previous year registering a growth of 16.41% over the last year. 

Fire Insurance

The Company had underwritten a total fire insurance premium of Tk. 2,315.81 lac including an amount of Tk. 
129.10 lac from the public sector. The net premium income stood at Tk. 1,035.31 lac after ceding re-insurance 
premium of Tk. 1,280.50 lac. During the year 2020, total payment of claim was Tk. 101.65 lac against which an 
amount of Tk. 92.09 lac came as recovery from re-insurer including previous year recovery.

Marine Insurance (Cargo)

The total gross premium income from marine cargo business was Tk. 2,747.95 lac including premium of Tk. 
214.44 lac from public sector. The net premium income of marine cargo business stood at Tk. 2,248.42 lac 
after ceding 499.52 lac on account of re-insurance premium. In the current year an amount of Tk. 285.44. lac 
was paid for marine cargo claims against which an amount of Tk. 253.64 lac came as recovery from re-insurer 
including previous year recovery.

Marine Insurance (Hull)

In the year 2020, the total underwritten premium income from marine hull insurance business was Tk. 30.14 
lac including premium of Tk. 15.97 lac from public sector business. The net premium income came to Tk. 12.48 
lac after ceding Tk. 17.65 lac on account of re-insurance premium.

Motor Insurance 

From motor insurance business our total gross premium income was Tk. 371.59 lac including public sector 
business of Tk. 28.34 lac. After ceding re-insurance premium of Tk. 12.73 lac the net contribution to revenue 
account was Tk. 358.85 lac. During the year, net amount of motor claim to the extent of Tk. 25.60 lac was paid.

Miscellaneous Insurance

The total gross premium income of miscellaneous business came to Tk. 295.27 lac including Tk. 230.02 lac 
from the public sector. In the year 2020, an amount of Tk. 253.84 lac was ceded on account of re-insurance 
premium. During the year, net amount of claim for Tk. 6.15 lac was paid on this account.

Claims

The essence of insurance contract contemplates efficient service when distress falls upon the insured and 
demands assistance in no time most effectively to refill the loss suffered by the insured. Takaful Islami 
Insurance Ltd. achieved built in reputation for its expeditious settlement of claim and capped with this honour 
stepped into 20 years of its successful operation.

Appropriation of Profit 

Profit earned in the year 2020 balance carried  forward from last year stood at Tk. 14,65,83,813.00. This is 
proposed to be appropriated as under :

 Particulars         Taka

i.  Exceptional Losses Reserve                       2,58,75,630.00

ii. Provision for income tax /Deferred Tax           3,00,86,650.00

iii. Cash Dividend for the year 2019 4,25,86,977.00

iv. Capital Reserve  12,570.00

v. Retained earnings carried to the next year 4,80,21,987.00

                                                             Total 14,65,83,813.00

Directors 

The 115th Meeting of Board of Directors held on May 08, 2021 has taken unanimous decision as per section 
No. 113 of Articles of Association regarding retirement and election of Directors from Board in 21st Annual 
General Meeting as follows :

Group-A

As per section No. 112 of Articles of Association the following one third Sponsor Directors retired from Board 
and they being eligible, offer themselves for re-election :

01. Mr. Anwer Hossain Khan MP

02. Engr. Khondaker Mesbahuddin Ahmed

03. Mrs. Nasreen Haque

04. Mrs. Shahanaz Parvin

Vacant post of Sponsor Directors will be filledup by the election among Sponsor Shareholders in the 21st 
Annual General Meeting.

Group – B

As per section No. 112 of Articles of Association the following one third Public Shareholder Directors retired 
from Board :

01. Mr. Khorshed Alam Khan

02. Mr. Mosharraf Hossain Chowdhury, Rep. of Daffodils Sign Media

Accordingly 2 (two) Directors will be elected from Public Shareholders. Notice related to election of Directors from 
Public shareholders has already been published on May 09, 2021 in the Daily Naya Diganta and The New Age.

Vacant post of Public Shareholder Directors will be filledup by the election among Public Shareholders in the 
21st Annual General Meeting. 

Appointment of Auditor 

M/s. ARTISAN, Chartered Accountant was reappointed as Auditor of the Company in 20th Annual General 
Meeting for the year 2020. Considering their performance the Board recommended M/s. ARTISAN, Chartered 
Accountant for reappointment as Auditor at a remuneration of Tk. 1,50,000.00 (Taka one lac fifty thousand) 
only for the year 2021. 

Appointment of Compliance Auditor 

M/s. Huda Hossain & Co., Chartered Accountant was appointed as Compliance Auditor of the Company in 20th 
Annual General Meeting for the year 2020. Considering their performance the Board recommended M/s. Huda 
Hossain & Co., Chartered Accountant for reappointment as Compliance Auditor at a remuneration of Tk. 
50,000.00 (Taka fifty thousand) only for the year 2021. 

Human Capital Management

Takaful has always emphasized on professionalism and development of appropriate human resource 
management policies and practices to enhance the quality of its employees, and to ensure their optimum 
contribution towards the achievement of corporate goals. At Takaful, we believe that our Human Resources 
(HR) gives the organization a significant competitive edge in terms of knowledge and experience. The Company 
has continued its policy of recruiting the best people and implementing programs to develop and retain high 
quality human resources. In line with this Policy, the need-based internal and external training at both home and 
abroad is regularly and systematically arranged. The Company also ensures competitive compensation and 
rewards including employee’s health and safety to assure their retention and provide job satisfaction.

Corporate Governance

The Board of Directors of the Company firmly believes that practice of Good Corporate Governance and 
transparency is a sine qua non towards ensuring a disciplined and a sustainable organization. Takaful Islami 
Insurance Limited designed the corporate Governance systems and practices to ensure adequate internal 
control in operational process, transparency, and accountability. The Corporate Governance structure 
specifies the distribution of rights and responsibilities among different executives and spells out the rules and 
procedures for making decisions on corporate affairs. The role of Regulatory Authorities is very important in 
respect of Corporate Governance practices. Takaful Islami Insurance Limited is pledge-bound to comply with 
all the requirements of regulatory Authorities. Parties to Corporate Governance are Board of Directors, different 
management committee, all decision making personnel, etc. All plans, progammes, Policy decisions, as 
initiated by the Board are implemented by the Management under the leadership of Chief Executive Officer. 
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Organizations, Sadharan Bima Corporation, Dhaka and Chittagong Stock Exchange, Bangladesh Insurance 
Association and all the scheduled Banks and Leasing Companies for their sincere support and whole-hearted 
co-operation. 

The Board also acknowledges with thanks, the contribution made by the honorable Directors by guiding and 
giving proper directions from time to time which has made Takaful a hallmark in general insurance industry of 
Bangladesh. 

The Directors also take the opportunity to express their sincere appreciation for the contributions made by the 
executives and members of the staff for their diligent and praiseworthy efforts in ensuring continued progress 
of the company as well as their efforts towards putting Takaful among the top insurance companies in 
Bangladesh. Without their dedicated and loyal services, the company could not have achieved this result.

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors

(Anwer Hossain Khan, MP)
Chairman

The Claims Department of the Company is fully equipped with devoted and efficient professionals capable of 
providing personalized services to the valued clients round the clock. Simple procedures and formalities are 
followed in settlement of claims at the earliest. The department is headed by a highly motivated and 
experienced Assistant Managing Director, assisted by a host of dedicated qualified personnel. 

The executives of Claims Department promptly rush to the spot of incidence accompanied by a government 
licensed surveyor and take all necessary steps to minimize loss. Partial on account payment on the basis of 
preliminary survey report is also paid to the insured considering gravity of the situation.

In the year of 2020 we have settled 93 numbers of claims for Tk. 410.71 lac (Without survey fees) on account 
of Fire, Marine, Motor and Miscellaneous insurance business. Following are the figures of settlement of claims 
during the last 05 years:

 Year Total claim paid amount in lac

 2016 382.43

 2017 1,117.29

 2018 346.90

 2019 547.50

 2020 410.71

 Total 2,804.83

Dividend 

Dear shareholders, considering the performance of the Company for the year 2020 the Board of Directors has 
recommended 10% Cash dividend to the shareholders.

Credit Rating Report 

Credit Rating of the Company is being done every year. Alpha Credit Rating Limited has already rated our 
Company for 2020. According to their report, our Company has been graded AA- (Pronounced as “Double A 
Minus”) in the long term and ST-2 in short term which indicate good fundamentals of the Company such as 
claim paying ability, satisfactory financial performance, sound solvency, experienced management team, good 
liquidity position, systematic internal control procedure. Adequate reinsurance arrangement with Re-insurers in 
home & abroad etc. has added a new dimension in the goodwill of the Company.

Reserve for exceptional loss 

In order to keep consistency with our Corporate Slogan “Symbol of Empathy & Security” our exceptional loss 
reserve has been made for Tk. 2,58,75,630.00 for the year 2020. The cumulative amount is raised to Tk. 
27,77,00,013.00

Investment 

The Company has invested Tk. 250.00 lac with Bangladesh Bank in the form of Bangladesh Govt. Treasury 
Bond (BGTB) as statutory deposit. We have invested Tk. 6,098 lac in TDR mode with Islami Banks and 
Financial Institutions and Tk. 1,008.00 lac in FDR mode with conventional Banks & Financial Institutions. Total 
TDR and FDR amount is Tk. 7,106.00 lac. In addition to this the Company invested Tk. 830.68  lac in capital 
market as on 31st December, 2020.

Profit and Loss Account 

The Company’s income from investment and other income stood Tk. 544.93 lac against Tk. 561.30 lac earned 
in the previous year. After taking into account the underwriting profit of Tk. 673.91 lac and providing for various 
expenses not applicable to any particular fund or account, net profit before taxation came at Tk. 1,004.19 lac 
against Tk. 904.38 lac in the previous year.
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